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ETERNITY LOOKED OUT FROM HER ON TIME

BUT now she sat by sleepmg Satyavan
Awake within, and the enormous Night
Surrounded her with the Unknowable' s vast.
A voice began to speak from her own heart
That was not hers, yet mastered thought and sense
As it spoke all changed within her and without;
All was, all lived; she felt all bemng one;
The world of unreality ceased to be...
There all was conscious, made of the Infinite,
All had a substance of Etermty
Yet this was the same Indecipherable,
It seemed to cast from it universe like a dream
Vanishing for ever into an original Vo1d.
But this was no more some vague ubiquitous point
Or a cipher of vastness in unreal Nought.
It was the same but now no more seemed far
To the hvmg clasp of her recovered soul.
It was her self, it was the self of all ...
It was all Love and the one Beloved's arms,
It was sight and thought mn one all-seemg Mind,
It was joy of being on the peaks of God.
She passed beyond Time into eternity,
Slipped out of space and became the Infinite;
Her bemg rose into unreachable heights
And found no end of its journey in the Self....
She was all vastness and one measureless pomt,
She was a height beyond heights, a depth beyond depths,
She lived in the everlasting and was all
That harbours death and bears the wheeling hours
All contraries were true in one huge sptrit
Surpassing measure, change and ctrcumstance.
An individual, one with cosmc self
In the heart of the Transcendent' s miracle
And the secret of World-personalty
Was the creator and the lord of all .

Her sprrit saw the world as livmg God;
It saw the One and knew that all was He
She knew him as the Absolute's self-space,
One with her self and ground of all things here
In which the world wanders seeking for the Truth
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822 MOTHER INDIA, NOVEMBER 2001

Guarded behmd 1ts face of ignorance:
She followed rum through the march of endless Time
All Nature's happenings were events mn her. .
Her mmnd became famlar with 1ts mind,
Its body was her body's larger frame
She was a smgle bemg, yet all things,
The world was her sp1it's wide circumference,
The thoughts of others v.ere her mtimates,
Thetr feelmgs close to her uruversal heart,
Their bod1es her many bodes kmn to her,
She was no more herself but all the world.
Out of the mfinitudes all came to her,
Into the mfnutudes sentient she spread,
Infiruty was her own natural home.
Nowhere she dwelt, her spmt was everywhere...
All Nature reproduced hermits Imes,
Its movements were large copies of her own
She was the smgle self ot all these selves,
She was m them and they were all m her
She was a subconscient life of tree and flower,
The outbreak of the honied buds ot spnng;
She burned m the pass1on and splendour of the rose,
She was the red heart of the pass10n-tlower,
The dream-wh1te of the lotus m its pool.
Out of subconscrent lfe she climbed to mmnd,
She was thought and the pass1on of the world's heart,
She was the godhead rud m the heart of man,
She was the chmbmg of ms soul to God
The cosmos flowered m her, she was its bed
She was Time and the dreams of God in Time,
She was Space and the wideness of hus days.
From thus she rose where Time and Space were not,
The superconscrent was her native aIr,
Infinity was her movement's natural space,
Etermty looked out from her on Time

(Savtr, SABCL, Vol 29, pp 554-57)

SRI AUROBINDO



SRI AUROBINDO'S GAYATRI

(Tat savitur varam rupam jyoti/J, parasya
dhimahi, yanna!J, satyena dipayet)

Ya nu o Z. ..S
-'a/ton) ya. o 5.:
e. h. cp,4n .U«a
~-~ d~ ,·~ ?<4 ~-JZ
a.;.~-

N B The mvocatlon m the Mantra 1s to the Sun-God savtr (fa) Accordmngly mn 1ts
Engh:,h 1endenng the word Sav1tn :,hould be read m that context
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SOME LETTERS
(Contnued from the issue of October 2001)

When I was workang for Satyagraha, I worked with a zeal and energy which I
don't think I am using here. There one did not care for body or vital or anything
else, but there was concentration and interest. Here there is not that concen
traton and interest. Is it because here there is no fighting programme except
against one's own self? Can one work here wth deep interest, vgour and self
lessness?

THE Satyagraha was one of those movements m which the vital part of the nature gets
easily enthusiast.le and mterested-1t meant a fight on the vital level (its only dif
ference from other revolutionary activities being 1ts 'non-violent'' character), with
uruversal support and applause and approval, a nat1on-w1de excitement behmd you,
the sense of heroism and possible martyrdom, a ''moral'' 1deal grving further support
of strong self-approbatlon and the sense of nghteousness. Here there 1s nothing that
ministers to the human vital nature; the work 1s small, silent, shut off from the outside
world and its circumstances of value only as a field for spuitual self-culture If one is
governed by the sole spiritual motive and has the spmtual consc10usness, one can
take JOY and mnterest m th1s work. Or if, m spite of his human shortcommgs, the
worker 1s mainly bent on spmtual progress and self-perfect1on, then also he can take
interest mn the work and both feel its utility for the discovery and purification of ms
egoistic mental and vital and physical nature and take joy mn 1t as a service of the
D1vine.
11 August 1932

The Mother: The great secret for overcoming all difficulties 1s to give oneself to the
Drvine unreservedly.
12 August 1932

For the last few days I cannot read anything of a serous nature, such as
phlosophcal books, and I have practcally a passon for reading stores and
novels whenever I get time. Is it harmful? I have found that for myself serious
books brng n too much mental actvty and sometmes even doubts.

The reading of books of a light character may act as a relaxatlon of the mental
consciousness. In the early stages 1t 1s not always possible to keep the mind to an
unbroken spmtual concentration and endeavour and 1t takes refuge mn other occupa
tions, feelmg even mnstunctrvely drawn to those of a lighter character.
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SOME LETTERS 825

The same question applies to newspaper reading. It does not seem helpful at all
but it appears to be a necessity. Is it necessary to keep in touch with world
movements?

It 1s not necessary to be mn touch with the outs1de world mn thus way, 1t may be useful
under certam c1rcumstances and for some purposes. It may act too as a hindrance. All
depends upon the consciousness from whch rt 1s done.

In dealing with workmen, I sometimes behave in a very familiar and affectionate
way, sometimes in a neutral way, and sometimes I get angry and even dislike or
hate a particular person. How to behave with them?

None of these ways is the right one; the first weakens the authonty, the second is not
dynaffilc, the last is obviously not helpful. In all work the nearer one gets to an entire
equaruffilty (which does not mean indifference) m the ffilnd and the vital feelmg, the
better. A calm detached attitude, with a fundamental sympathy in it but not of the
sentimental kmd, a clear unb1assed eye observing their character and reactions, and a
qu1et and firm authonty without harshness, capable both of kindness and of quet
severity, where seventy is needed, would be the best attitude.

The other day I dreamt that I was flying in the air and showing the people near
me that I was flying, not walking. Is vanity present in the subconscient also?

Yes, surely it is present. All normal reactions and characteristics are there in the
subconscient, and even remain there after they have been rejected from the consc10us
nature and can return from it in the conscious nature

Yesterday in a dream I saw a serpent at first small and then very large. I was
not afrad, but I showed it to people Thus is the fourth time I have seen a
serpent n dream and usually something wrong follows thereafter. What is it
indicative of?

A snake in these vital vs1ons is always the ind1cat1on of a hostile force, usually when
1t 1s about to attack (you or others) or when one is about to cross the way of some
hostile vital force m oneself or in the atmosphere or in Nature. The wrong or
untoward happening is the result of the attack or the contact, but it can often be
prevented or at least minimised 1f one puts oneself on guard, rejects or destroys the
hostile formation or knows how to put a counteracting mfluence.

Three days ago I saw n dream a ralway tran beng derailed and the engine
separating and moving here and there on ordinary ground; the engine driver
was weepng.
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Thus and the snake appearances are very common symbohc experiences m the vital
plane. 'flus one 1s 1nd1catrve of some Interrupt1on and perplexity 111 the progress of the
sadhana A Journey by tram, carnage, ship, etc. 1s almost always mnd1catrve of some
part or lme ot the mner progress.

Yesterday I wasfeeling a little feverish After some months I felt the necessity of
getting a fever, thnkang it s purfyng. I ddn't get any fever, but K got slghtly
ll. G, whom I told about my wshung for afever, explaned that by so wshung I
had invoked the fever but it was transferred to K Does it happen like that? Is
not fever purifying, to the body and the mmnd as well?

It 1s always wrong to wish for illness Fever 1s not a purfymng action, 1t 1s the s1gn of
an attack on the body and fight and resistance to the attack. Illness in the body 1s hke
impurity mn the vital, a thing undesirable and to be rejected. It may happen that 1
throwmg out the illness (the attackmg force) one throws out also something within,
some impunty which helped 1t to come, but that 1s the result of a Force workmg
within and not of the illness It is qmte possible that an illness or attack can be
transferred m this way from one to anotherindeed 1t very commonly happens, but 1t
does not follow that 1t happened 111 this mstance
20 August 1932

I return to you your wife's letter, but this does not mean that you are expected to
reply to it-or even read 1t, unless you wish to do so
22 August 1932

(To be contmued)

SRI AUROBINDO



TALKS WITH SRI AUROBINDO APROPOS OF INDIA
(Contmuedfrom the issue of October 2001)

PURANI Gandhi seems to express modesty When he differs from Malav1ya or
somebody else, he says, "He 1s my supenor but I ditter "

SRI AUROBINDO' But does he really beheve that? When I differed m anything, I
used to say very few words and remam stiff, simply saymg, "I don't agree.'·

Once Surendranath Banerji wanted to annex the Extremist Party and invited us to
the U P Moderate Conference to fight agamst Slf Pherozshah Mehta But there was a
clause that no association that was not of two or three years' standmg could send
delegates to the Conference. Ours was a new party So we could not go But Banerji
sad, ''We will elect you as delegates'' J L Banerj and others agreed to 1t, but I just
said, "No." I spoke at most twenty or thirty words and the whole thmg failed. How
can you call a man modest when he stands against his own party?

Tlak used to do the same thing. He used to hear all the speeches and resolutions
of the delegates but at the end pass his own resolutions. They said, ''What a demo
cratic leader he 1' He listens to and considers all our opiruons and resolutions ''

Then at the Hooghh Provmcial Conference we met agam to consider the Morley
Mmto reforms The Moderates urged 111 favour of accepting the reforms We were
against We were m the majority mn the Subjects Comm1ttee, whle mn the Conference
they were so S. N. Baner was very angry with us and threatened that he and hrs
party would break away trom the Conference 1f thelf resolution was not accepted I
didn't want them to break away at that time, for our party was sull weak So I sard to
him, ''We will agree to your proposal on condition I am allowed to speak in the
Conference.'' In the Conference there was a great row and confus10n In the midst of
1t Aswmu Dutt began Jumping and saying, ''This Is lute, th1S 1s lfel'' Banerj tned
hard to control the people but farled and became turious Then I stood up and told
them to be silent and to walk out silently I sard that whatever agreement we came to,
we would mform them. Everybody became silent at once and walked out. This made
Baneq1 still more funous. He sard, ''While we old leaders can't control them, this
young man of hardly thirty commands them by just lftng a finger'

He could not understand the power of a man standmg tor some pnnc1ples and
the people followmg the leader m obedience to those pnnc1ples. The intluence of the
Moderates was marnly on the upper muddle class, the moneyed people

It was at that time that people began to get the sense of disc1phne and order and
of obeymg the leader from within They were violent but at the command of the
leader they obeyed. That paved the way for Gandhi

The Conference at that time was a very tame aftalf There was nothing to do but
pass already framed resolutions Nobody put m even an amendment.

Baner.11 had personal magnetism, was sweet-spoken and could get round any
body He also tried to get round me by tlattermg, patting and caressing. Hts idea was
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to use the Extremists as the sword and use the Moderates for the publc face In
private he would go up to Revolution. He wanted a Provmcial Board of Control of
Revolution Bann once took a bomb to hum. The name of S N. Banerj1 was found in
the Bomb Case. But as soon as Norton pronounced the name there was a ''Hush,
hush'' and he shut up.

Barin was prepanng bombs at my place at Baroda, but I didn't know it. He got
the formula from N. Dutt who was a very good chemist He, Upen and Devabrata
were very good writers too They wrote in the Yugantar.

Here Purani brought in the topic of the Oundh State and described the reforms
the Chief of the State was introducmg. They seemed to be something lke Sr
Aurobindo's own idea.

SRI AUROBINDO: What provision 1s there for autonomous government in
villages?

PURANI: The village panchayets have considerable power.
SRI AUROBINDO: But suppose the people want Soc1al1sm or Commun1sm?
PURANI: The Chief 1s introducmg co-operative farmmg.
SRI AUROBINDO' That is an excellent thing. But Dictatorship of the Proletariat 1s

different On paper, of course, 1t sounds nuce but 1t is quite a different matter m
practice. Everyone 1s made to think allke. That is all very good m church or rehgion,
but a church or rel1g1on is voluntary: you can choose there but you can't choose your
country. If you think alike, there can't be any progress. If you dare to differ from
Stalin, you are llqwdated. I don't understand how humanity can progress under such
conditions.

Look at Hitler. After all what do all his ideas come to except that the Germans
are the best nat1on mn the whole world and Hitler should be the1r leader; all Jews are
wicked persons; all people on earth should become Nazis, and France must be
crushed. That's all!

Then there was a little further talk and then somebody spoke of certam Govern
ments acting hke robbers.

SRI AUROBINDO Are not all governments robbers? Some do the robbing wIth
leg1slation and some without In some countries you have to pay 50% of your income
as taxes and you manage with the rest as best you can Customs 1s another robbery.
What an amount of money they collect mn thus way and yet I don't understand what
they do with such a huge income. France was complamnmng that the Government
produces only 250 aeroplanes as compared to the 1000 of Germany England pro
duces 500 and yet England has a sufficiently honest administration. There was a
question the other day m the House of Commons as to what they were doing with the
money and how 1t was they were sun unready for war

PURANI' I heard a story from a Customs Officer that even Pnnces JOm in
smuggling. Recently a Prince was caught along with a Jeweller.
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SRI AuROBINDo: With such Customs rules smuggling seems almost a virtue! It
looks like robbing a robber You must have heard that the Maharajah of Darbhanga
had to pay Rs. 50,000 as duty on the necklace of Marie Antomette which he had
bought for one lakh.

Purani then brought m the quest10n of Congress Ministry, saying that Nariman
had been elected again as Congress member by Vallabhbhai Patel. He had been
pumshed for betrayal of Congress in the electron campaign.

SRI AUROBINDo That is not betrayal but indiscipline Dr. Kher, the Bombay
Premer, seems to be a sol1d man

PuRANI: Congress Mlmstry appears to be fairly successful everywhere except in
C. P.

SRI AURoBINoo· Yes, that is the weak pomt. Yet Nagpur was a very good centre
for Extremists in our time.

PURANI: They are thinking of separatrng C. P. Hmdustani from C. P. Marathi.
SRI AUROBINDo· Yes, that is the obv10us step to take I wonder why they did not

take 1t before.

(To be continued)

(NIrodbaran, Talks wth SrAurobndo, Vol. 1, pp. 111-14)

THE SUPREME
Conversations with the Mother Recollected by Mona Sarkar

97 pages, Rs. 100.00 (add Rs. 30 00 for packmg and postage), ISBN 81-7058-607-0

Available at SABDA, Sri Aurobindo Ashram, Pondicherry - 605 002

These conversations with the Mother were noted down from memory by Mona Sarkar
They were ongmally held m French, and took place m the late 1960s The contents
mclude, among others, ''Mother-The Supreme'', 'The Mother's Vorce'', ''The
Mother's Feet" and "The Lummous Gaze of the Supreme" As expressed mn the
mtroductory note, ''In spite of the human mcapac1ty to convey the true value of
Her words, ..these talks, 1t has been felt, reflect Her Light and Her Force; they bnng
somethmg ofHer Presence " The book contams numerous photographs of theMother



EVER THE AMPLER DREAM-DAY
NEWLY woken day

Build the unbroken light,
Sweep far far way

Sullenness of rught

Tumult of gold descendmg,
Thou dapason brght,

All our Darkness rendmg
With melody of S1ght

Ever the ampler Dream-day
Spreadmg calm wmgs ot flight

Warted through widerung gleam-way
On the peaks of the world will ahght.

Sn Aurobmdo's comment Very beautiful
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SRI AUROBINDO'S RENDERINGS OF
SOME OF THE VEDIC RIKS

(Continuedfrom the issue of October 2001)

fa. a 4zgarR a za qzfa<far zufrara.I
aft aca 3qi a#tr rra nraeaei a uf

(Rugveda, 1 72.6)

In thee the gods of the sacnfice found the thnce seven secret seats ludden within,
they, bemg of one heart, protect by them the immortahty Guard thou the herds that
stand and that wluch moves. (SABCL, Vol. 10, p 211)

When the masters of sacnfice have found ludden m thee the thnce seven secret
planes, by them they guard with one mmd of acceptance Immortality Protect the
Herds, those that stand and that whuch 1s mobile. (SABCL, Vol. 11, p 62)

frat sr agar feat nar git #itaa • I

37-a4zi 3rait 2aura+a3t zat snrat zfrafz nu
(Rugveda, 1 72.7)

0 Agru, havmg knowledge of all manifestations (or births,) m the worlds (or, knowmg
all the knowledge of the peoples) estabhsh thy forces, contmuous, for hfe. Knowmg,
witlun, the paths of the Journeying of the gods thou becamest the1r sleepless mes
senger and the bearer of the offenngs. (SABCL, Vol. 10, p 211)

0 Fire, thou art the knower of our knowmgs, ordam for the people an unbroken
success10n of strengths that they may live The knower within of the paths of the
journey of the gods, thou hast become a sleepless messenger and the carrier of the
otfermgs (SABCL, Vol 11, p 62)

arzit Rea 3 ua ugt rzt at gar 3rna
fazarai rm zcer4 a 3 i mp# it#a Raz

(Rugveda, 1 72.8)

The seven m1ghty ones of heaven (the nvers) placmg aright the thought, knowmg the
Truth, discerned the doors of the fehc1ty, Sarama found the fastness, the wideness ot
the cows whereby now the human creature enJoys (the supreme riches) (SABCL, Vol
10, p. 211)

The seven mighty Rivers from Heaven, deep-thinking, knowers of the Truth, knew
831
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the doors of the treasure; Sarama dtscovered the mass of the Ray-Cow, the strong
place, the wideness, and now by that the human creature enJoys bllss (SABCL, Vol.
11, p. 63)

377 a fa aqcnf a: ppvaa@1 31aar nqI
mer mafr: ff@er#t f at mar gAefaufra a:

(Rigveda, 1.72.9)

They who entered upon all thmgs that bear right 1ssue, made the path to Immortality;
by the great ones and by the greatness earth stood wide, the mother Aditi with her
sons came for the upholding. (SABCL, Vol. 10, p. 211)

These are they who set their steps on all thmgs that have fa1r ISsue, making a path
towards immortallty. Earth stood wide in greatness by the Great Ones, the Mother
mfinite with her sons came to uphold her. (SABCL, Vol. 11, p. 63)

37fa fri f zgaraRn feat zua&at 314a1 3rpvr
3rq af fruit 1 qr: q Rt#tu 37prI

(Rugveda, 1 72 10)

The Immortals planted in hum the shining glory, when they made the two eyes of
heaven (1dent1cal probably with the two vision-powers of the Sun, the two horses of
Indra); nvers, as it were, flow down released; the sh1nmg ones (the cows) who were
here below knew, 0 Agru. (SABCL, Vol 10, p 211)

When the immortals made the two eyes of Heaven, they set in him the splendour and
the beauty Then there flow as 1f nvers loosed to the1r course, downward they ran, his
ruddy mares, and knew, 0 F1re. (SABCL, Vol 11, p 63)

(To be continued)

(Compiled by SampadanandaMishra)



THE POWER OF WORDS
IT seems unnecessary to draw your attention to the quantity of useless words that are
uttered each day; this evil is well known to all, although very few people think of
remedymg it

But there are many other words which are spoken needlessly That is to say, 1n
the course of the day, we often have the opporturuty of expressing a helpful wish by
pronouncmg one word or another, provided that we know how to put the appropnate
thought bebmd the words.

But too often we lose tlus opporturuty of drawing a beneficial mental atmosphere
around the people we know and thus of truly helping them It would be very useful to
remedy ths neglect

To do thus, we must refuse to allow our mmds to remam m that state of vague
and passive mmprecis1on which is almost constant in most people

To cure ourselves progressively of this somnolence, we can, when pronouncing a
word, force ourselves to reflect upon its exact meaning, its true import, in order to
make 1t fully effective.

In thus regard, we can say that the active power of words comes from three
different causes.

The first two he in the word itself, whicb has become a battery of forces. The
third hes m the fact of living mtegrally the deep thought expressed by the word when
we pronounce it.

Naturally, if these three causes of effectrveness are combined, the power of the
word 1s considerably enhanced.

1) There are certain words whose resonance m the phys1cal world 1s the perfect
vibratory mater1al1sat1on of the more subtle vibration produced by the thought in 1ts
own domain.

If we examine closely this smm1lanty between the vibrations of thought and
sound, we can discover the limited number of root syllables which express the most
general ideas, and which are to be found in most spoken languages with an almost
1dentrcal meaning (This origm of language should not be confused with the ongin of
wntten languages, wruch are of an altogether different nature and correspond to
different needs.)

2) There are other words which have been repeated in certam c1rcumstances for
hundreds of years and which are mstrnct with the mental forces of all those who have
pronounced them. They are true battenes of energy.

3) Fmally, there are words which assume an immediate value when they are
pronounced, as a result of the living thought of the one who pronounces them.

To illustrate what I have just said with an example, here is a very powerful
word, for 1t can combme the qualities of all three categories it is the Sanskrit word
"AUM"

It 1s used mn India to express the divine Immanence There, 1t is assoc1ated wIth
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every meditation, every contemplation, every yogic practice.
More than any other sound, this sound "AUM" gives nse to a feeling of peace,

of serenity, of eterruty.
Moreover, this word 1s instinct with the mental forces which for centunes all

those who have used it have accumulated around the idea that 1t expresses, and, for
Hmdus espec1ally, 1t has the true power of bringmg one mnto contact with the divme
Essence it evokes.

And as Onentals have a re1Ig10us mmd and the habit of concentration, few
pronounce thus word without putting into rt the conviction that 1s needed to make 1t
fully effective.

In China, a similar effect 1s obtamned wIth a word of 1dent1cal meaning and
somewhat smmlar sound, the word "TAO"

Our western languages are less expressive, m their present form, they are too far
removed from the root language which gave birth to them But we can always
arumate a word by the power of our llvmg and active thought

Bes1des, there are formulas which we could profitably add to all those m
common use

These formulas were used m certain ancient schools of 1rutiation They served as
greetings, and in the mouth of one who knew how to thmk them, they had a very
spec1al power of action

The disciples, the neophytes who were takmg their first steps on the path, were
greeted. ''May the peace of eqmlibnum be with you'

All those who by their constant and progressive mner and outer attitude had
shown their deep and lasting goodwill, were greeted ''May the highest good be
yours ''

And in certam mstructors marufesting especially high forces, this word was
endowed with the power of transmitting true grtts, for example, the gft of healing.

THE MOTHER

(A Talk dated 18 June 1912 Words ofLong Ago, CWM, Vol 2, pp 63-65)



A DREAM-EXPERIENCE
ON 13th August [1934] I had thus dream mn the afternoon There was a very large
slup--slup or aeroplane I cannot say exactly, let me call it a shup It was of silvery
colour and nchly ornamented with various artistic workmanship. The bottom of the
slup was m darkness-I cannot say whether 1t was mn the sea but when seen from
above, 1.e. from the level ofthe deck of the shmp, 1t was seeming I1ke an unfathomable
abyss, 1t was not possible to dustmngu1sh whether 1t was water or a fathomless abyss
from where the ship has nsen upwards From that dark abyss tlus slup had risen at a
wonderful height I was somewhere very near the slup at a plane mn the same level
with the deck of the slup From that place I saw only thus muddle portion of the sh1p
the two extremities were beyond my view--and the lower part of 1t was covered with
darkness The part I saw was of silvery colour A ladder of rope has gone up from
th1s dark abyss below to the deck of the ship One has to go to the slup by chmbmg
thus ladder This ladder 1s of golden colour and has run up just by the side of the sh1p
This has become bnghter and bnghter as 1t has gone up but 1t has retamed its
enlightened golden colour even when 1t has reached the heght of the deck of the sh1p
CImmbmngup this ladder 1s very strenuous andit requires firmness, courage, vig1lance, and
carefulness. A uttle carelessness may brmg one down below mto the fathomless abyss
Just by the side ofthe ladder there was sometlung else l1ke a net havmg large meshes.
While climbing thus ladder one has to hold mesh after mesh as one's support. At the
time of chmbmg both the net (wluch 1s a support tor chmbmg) and the ladder swmg
at a sltght movement The ladder 1s not ended at the level of the deck but 1t has gone
above perhaps, so the distance between the ladder and the edge ofthe ship was only 2 ft.

I saw the Mother clmmbmng thus ladder very easily and gomg up in the shup with
some other sadhaks whom I do not know Entenng the ship she disappeared. I was
seemng from a height of the level of the deck Then came the turn of myself Pav1tra
was before me and belund me were some two or three sadhaks I chmbed very strenu
ously and reached near the deck. The ladder was swmgmg and I was feeling dizzmess
to see downwards for that place 1s very lugh from the abyss With the supportmg net
m lus two hands Pavitra sat on the edge of the ship keepmg hs feet still on the ladder.
I cannot say why he sat there I was on the ladder with the other persons behind me.
Now there was a bundle of thread or something luke thatbut 1t 1s sure that 1t was
thread, its colour was hke black If anybody wants to enter mto tlus slup he has to do
something with thus thread bundle I cannot say what work 1t 1s but the bundle was
there I saw 1t, and someone told me: ''You have to do some work with tlus thread
if you can do 1t you can enter into the ship But at the time [ot] domg the work there
1s every chance of falling down mto the abyss 1f one 1s not sufficiently vug1lant and
careful '' When I saw the thread bundle I came to know or a suggestion automatically
came to me that thus thread work was ongmally done m the Moonhght or the orgmn of
the thread 1s m the Moonlight. I was preparmg tor the task at that moment I awoke

MANO MOHAN DHAR
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Sri Aurobindo's comment: The ship 1s the spur1tual consciousnessthat 1s 1di
cated by the silvery colour-the deck mdicates secure position mn the sp1ritual
consciousness-the dark abyss 1s the ignorance of the ordinary naturethe
golden ladder 1s the Truth power which becomes more and more bnght as one
nses from plane to plane up to the supramental (golden)-the net with meshes 1s
the ascending consciousness-the black ball 1s probably the subconscient mmd
which has to be turned into the moonlight (spmtual mind) of which it 1s the dark
reverse- for the spirit is involved mn the subconscient.

[NB We are reminded of the Mother's expenence of 3 February 1958 of the Ship of
the Supramental World, Questions and Answers, CWM, Vol. 9, pp. 271-76 See also
pages 853-54 1 thus issue ofMother India. The text of the letter is as was seen by Sri
Aurobindo -R.Y.D.]

THE SPIRIT'S CHARGE
Too often we forget the spirit's charge
Lost in the splendid centuries of man,
The magnificent creations of his art
And his mental constructions evolvmg plot and plan.

Yet are there moments that awaken the mner life
Occurring in sudden spaces of the soul,
By chance encounter, harmony or stnfe
And set our steps towards the heightened goal.

All life's perfections are born from vis1on wIthmn,
For a greater consc10usness moves our hearts and hands
To create the masterworks transcendmg tl.me
From realms alone the spint understands

NARAD (RICHARD EGGENBERGER)

(Written after a v1st to Vence and the Louvre m Par1s )



A GARLAND OF TRIBUTES
AMAL KIRAN 1s viewed by the Aurobindon1an world with admiration, respect, and
affection. He is 1ke a pure diamond refracting lght revealing a harmonized spectrum
of inner splendour and reflectmg hght with dazzling intellectual brilliance. Amal
Kiran 1s a versatile geruus and a polymath. He is an acclaimed poet, humonst, artist,
historian, cntical-thmker, hohstic philosopher, and a sadhak of Integral Yoga among
other thmgs. He is a prolific wnter with over fifty published books on varymg
subjects

A small illustrative sample of tributes is narrated here with a hope that these
tributes may kmdle sufficient curiosity and arouse earnest interest mn readers to pursue
the1r search for more information on Amal Krran and get some insight and under
standing of ms pilgrimage on the path of Integral Yoga that may have relevance to
their own quest:

Aldous Huxley's message dated 29 January 1949 tor the first ISsue of Mother
India with a birth date of 21 February 1949 1s indicative of the young Ed1tor's
challenge. 1

I wish you all the success in your venture. You wll, of course, be a voice crying
in the wilderness.. But 1f a few individuals pay attention, something wll have
been accomphshed.

Kathleen Raine had extensive correspondence with Amal Kl.ran for almost a year
about Blake's 1794 poem, The Tyger. A famous English authonty on Blake, Kathleen
Raine is known for her scholarly pursuit to trace m details of the poem, 'Tyger', the
play of a gnostic-hermetic-alchemical-kabbalstic tradition. Regardmg Amal Kran,
she had conveyed to Sir Geoffrey Keynes? 'T think he has found a profound truth not
seen by any one of us hitherto '' She unreservedly endorsed Amal Kl.ran' s publica
tion,° 'I thunk you have more mnsight into the poem (Tyger) than any other commen
tator has ever done, hope to see your Essay published soon, with or without the
modifications I have suggested Some you may accept, others reject, of course '' Her
fond respect for Amal Kiran 1s evident m her letter of December 31, 1993:4 " .. the
aspiration of your lufe-work as a poet has been a yoga, as Blake would say a use of
one of 'the three powers of conversmg with paradlse' and Blake would surely applaud
and dehght m that vision you share wIth hum... I look forward to d1ppmg m The
Secret Splendour and finding always something that speaks to me from that paradisal
vis1on to which we all-Blake, Sri Aurobindo, yourself and I hope I too, aspire
Those friends who share that 'dlvme vision' or seek 1t are very precious, 1n th1s dark
world ... "

N1rod-da who pndes his seventy-two years young (and kckmng) unbroken friend
ship with Amal crystallized hIs fondness for him on ms 90th birthday with these
statements:5 " ...Amal Kl.ran-whose cultural and intellectual achievements have been
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outstandmg m a number of fields, apart from those ot a remarkable spmtual and
psych1c embodmment A poet of rare height, a man of vast knowledge, 1ntuutrve
percept:Ion, except10nal calm, and a charm hard to resist, he follows mn hus Master' s
footsteps and what I came to admure mn him most was hus freedom from varuty,
largeness of spmt and an mborn equarum1ty ''

R Y Deshpande, a phys1c1st and the assoc1ate editor of Mother Inda, referring
to Amal Kiran's poem Two Brds mndrcates.° ''The Two Brds unmistakably demon
strates that the path chosen by Amal Klran 1s aesthet:Ic-spmtual rather than that of an
austere tapasvm of the bygone days and that 1t has taken hum to the courtyard of the
Beautiful who 1s also the Truthful and the Joyous''

Internatlonally reputed C V Devan Nalf's personal tribute may be shared by
many around the world.7 'I love and admire Amal KIran, not only for lumself, but for
the ent:Ire context of space, time and atmosphere which engendered so variegated a
flower And for the fact that I personally came to know thus phenomenon and to
partake of some at least of its hues and scents. I dehberately use the plural 111 tlus
regard, simply because thus particular bloom 1s so multi-hued and multr-scented that
one does not know where to begmn'' Naur goes on to adds ''With hs 1nate poet1c
gemus, lus phenomenal memory of everything he reads, and an extraord111ary sens1-
tlveness to ever-so-subtle nuances of shade and s1gnuficance, Amal proved to be an
uncommonly clear condmt for the Truth-burdened word and phrase''

D1hp Kumar Roy who enJoyed bemg among the greats has th1s to convey 9 ''The
fnend who impressed me so deeply 111 the early years of my Ashram hfe was K D
Sethna who has smnce become famous both as a poet and a pnest of lugh-shall I say,
spiritual-journal1sm Yes, Sethna was nothing 1f not perspicacious and wide-awake
on bemg sensible.'' He goes on to add ''Sethna 1mpressed me the more because he
not only never made such a claim to havmg reached 'a supenor consciousness' but
also he had the uncommon wisdom ot common sense to see that one should accept
what the Guru said even 1f 1t seemed-as 1t often enough must, 111tellectual eg01sm
bemg what 1t 1sunacceptable to one's mental preconcept:Ions That 1s why he often
helped me by bowmng to Sn Aurobmndo's verdicts even though he too, hke me,
wanted first to understand with the m111d as far as one could aclueve 1t ''

Udar P111to who came to Pond1cherry for busmess 111 1934 became mformed
about the Ashram and its Gurus through social encounters with Kekushru aka Amal
KIran Subsequently, he Joined the Ashram 111 the service of the Mother and became
responsible for the Ashram's eng111eenng reqmrements. A message that he would l1ke
to share wIth the world about Amal Karan 1s 1o ''One traut in Amal's character which I
admire a great deal 1s hus courage In spite of hus crippling affliction, he does not ever
bemoan 1t but carnes on as 1f 1t were a great opportumty for further adventure and
progress Tlus 1s sometlung many are apt to forget When troubles and tnbulations
fall on us, 111stead of look111g on them as Illlstortunes we should take them as
challenges for our development Amal exemplified tlus and cont:Inues to do so 111 all
hls hfe.''
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Interestmg to note the s1gnuficance of this tnbute m the hght of Sn Aurobmdo's
followmg messages.

The very first lesson mn thus yoga 1s to face hfe and its tnals with a qmte mmd, a
firm courage and an enttre rehance on the DIvIne Shaktu.

Sn Aurobindo has revealed to us a blessed process to effecttvely deal with the issues
of hfe:11 "To walk through hfe armoured agamst all fear, peril and disaster, only two
things are needed, two that go always together-the Grace of the D1vme Mother and
on your side an mner state made up of fa1th, sincerity and surrender. Let your fa1th be
pure, candid and perfect.. .. Let your smcenty and sun-ender be genume and enttre
The more complete your faith, smcenty and sun-ender, the more will grace and
protect.1011 be with you. And when the grace and protectton of the D1vme Mother are
with you, what 1s there that can touch you or whom need you fear?''

The Darshan Day message of 21 February 2001 is a quotatton of Sn Aurobmdo,
which remforces the same theme "

Self-surrender to the divine and mnfinte Mother, however difficult, remains our
only effective means and our sole abiding refuge

In the case of our Aurobmdonian poet, ms sadhana of self-surrender finds a poetic
expression brmging him ever closer to the drvmne. The followmg sample of poems
wntten over a span of number of years prov1des glimpses of Amal Karan as a true
Aurobmdoruan poet

Waiting13

Humble and calm wll I wart
Until the hour of Grace
Fulfils Your ancient vow
To lft my fallen face.

This Scattered Life14

This scattered hfe, both flux and flame,
You must se1ze as one and stamp

As a love-letter to Eterruty
From the transience of a tramp

My Soul

Into the depths of rught
I sent my soul-
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A little searching speck,
It was clasped by the Whole

Out of the depths of night
My soul turned home,

Feeling its own small head
A starred sky-dome.

Grace"f

Take all my shirung hours from me,
But hang upon my quiet soul's

Pale brow your dream-kiss like a gem
Let lfe fall stricken to 1ts knee,
If unto lone-faced poverty

You give your blessmg's diadem
Make of these proud eyes beggar-bowls,

But only drop your smile in them

Total and unconditional surrender to the DIvIne is only possible if one can recognze
and expenence the Divine deep within as well as without We know that this is easter
said than done. Radha we are not, but a Gopi one can be with a true willingness to
surrender. Amal KIran's followmg two poems provide us guidance mn th1s matter

My Life"7

I live not from hour to hour
But in dream on dream of you, Sweet'

The dawn is the ten-petalled flower
Of your holy feet. .

All time 1s the shine of your shape,
All space is the stretch of your soul;

When the truths of your silence undrape,
The rhythms of Creation roll'

Saviour-Guide18

So many ways I had gone,
Called by the hues

Of a myriad thronging dreams
That never could fuse....
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Deep and more deep within,
I am gmded to my rest

Where the wells of deathless nectar
Hide in each mortal breast.
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In the considered opinion of C. V. Devan Nmr "It is not knowledge which fulfills
all. It is Love which is the fulfilment of knowledge, and of all else besides "19 Amal
Karan's ongomng dialogues recorded m the senes "Life-Poetry-Yoga" with his fnend
PR do reveal a lot about Amal Kiran' s geruus m expounding his enllghtening views
and inturtrve insight In addition, his interaction with PR also offers a glimpse of him
as a Bhakta-asp1rant of the divine Love. Amal KIran had confided m PR about his
inner prayer, which he descnbed as an echo m his depths of Sn Aurobmdo's lmes.20

Voice of Infinity, sound in my heart,
Call of the One 1

Stamp there thy radiance, never to part,
O lrvmng Sun

ARUN VAIDYA
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THE BALLAD OF SAVITRI
(Contnuedfrom the ssue of October 200I)

UPON the fourteenth of the moon,
As nearer came the tame of dread,

In Joystee, that 1s May or June,
She vowed her vows and Bramms fed

And now she counted e'en the hours,
As to Etermty they past;

O'erhead the dark cloud darker lowers,
The year 1s roundmg full at last

To-day,-to-day,-w1th doleful sound
The word seem'd mn her ear to rng'

0 breakmg heart,-thy pam profound
Thy husband knows not, nor the kmg,

Exiled and blmd, nor yet the queen;
But One knows mn HIs place above

To-day,-to-day,-1t will be seen
Which shall be victor, Death or Love'

Incessant 1n her prayers trom morn,
The noon 1s safely tided,-then

A gleam of faint, famnt hope 1s born,
But the heart fluttered hke a wren

That sees the shadow of the hawk
Sall on,-and trembles m affnght,

Lest a downrushung swoop should mock
Its fortune, and o'erwhelm rt quite

The afternoon has come and gone
And brought no change,-should she reJoice?

The gentle evenmg's shades come on,
When hark!She hears her husband's vo1cel

'The twilight 1s most beautiful'
Mother, to gather frurt I go,

And fuel,-for the a1r 1s cool,
Expect me mn an hour or so ''

"The rught, my child, draws on apace,''
The mother's votce was heard to say,

' 'The forest paths are hard to trace
842
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In darkness,-till the morrow stay."
''Not hard for me, who can discern

The torest-paths in any hour,
Blindfold I could with ease return,

And day has not yet lost its power ''

"He goes then," thought Sav1tn, "thus
With unseen hands Fate draws us on

Unto the place appomted us;
We feel no outward force,-anon

We go to mamage or to death
At a determined time and place;

We are her playthmgs, with her breath
She blows us where she hsts m space

What 1s my duty? It 1s clear,
My husband I must follow, so,

While he collects ms forest gear
Let me permission get to go.''

His Slfe she seeks,-the blmd old kmg,
And asks from hmm permuss1on straight

''My daughter, rught with ebon wmg
Hovers above, the hour 1s late.

My son 1s active, brave, and strong,
Conversant with the woods, he knows

Each path; methinks 1t would be wrong
For thee to venture where he goes,

Weak and defenceless as thou art,
At such a time. If thou wert near

Thou might' st embarrass rum, dear heart,
Alone, he would not have a fear '

So spake the hermlt-monarch blmd,
His wife too, entermg in, exprest

The self-same thoughts mn words as kind,
And begged Savut hard, to rest

'Thy recent fasts and vigils, child,
Make thee unfit to undertake

This Journey to the forest wlld ''
But nothung could her purpose shake.

She urged the nature ofher vows,
Reqmred her now the ntes were done
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To follow where her loving spouse
Might e'en a chance of danger run.

''Go then, my child,-we give thee leave,
But wIth thy husband quick return,

Before the fhckenng shades of eve
Deepen to rught, and planets burn,

And forest-paths become obscure,
Lit only by their doubtful rays.

The gods, who guard all women pure,
Bless thee and keep thee in thy ways,

And safely bring thee and thy lord!''
On this she left, and swiftly ran

Where with his saw in leu of sword,
And basket, plodded Satyavan.

Oh, lovely are the woods at dawn,
And lovely mn the sultry noon,

But loveliest, when the sun withdrawn
The twihght and a crescent moon

Change all aspentles of shape,
And tone all colours softly down,

With a blue veil of silvered crape'
Lo! By that lull wluch palm-trees crown,

Down the deep glade with perfume rife
From buds that to the dews expand,

The husband and the faithful wife
Pass to dense jungle,hand mn hand.

Satyavan bears beside his saw
A forked stick to pluck the fruit,

HIs wIfe, the basket lined with straw,
He talks, but she is almost mute,

And very pale The minutes pass;
The basket has no further space,

Now on the fruits they flowers amass
That wIth their red flush all the place

While twihght lmgers, then for wood
He saws the branches of the trees,

The n01se, heard in the sohtude,
Grates on its soft, low harmonies.
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And all the while one dreadful thought
Haunted Sav1trr's anxious mmnd,

Wluch would have fam its stress forgot;
It came as chainless as the wmd,

Oft and agam: thus on the spot
Marked with his heart-blood oft comes back

The murdered man, to see the clot!
Death's final blow,-the tatal wiack

Of every hope, whence will it tall?
For fall, by Narad's words, 1t must;

Persistent rsmng to appall
This thought its homd presence thrust.

Sudden the no1se 1s hushed,-a pause!
Satyavan lets the weapon drop

Too well Savitri knows the cause,
He feels not well, the work must stop.

A pam 1s m his head,-a pam
As if he felt the cobra's fangs,

He tries to look around,In vam,
A mist before hus vis1on hangs;

The trees whirl dizzily around
In a fantastic fashion wild,

His throat and chest seem iron-bound,
He staggers, like a sleepy child.

''My head, my head!Sav1tr, dear,
This pain 1s frightful Let me lie

Here on the turf.'' Her vo1ce was clear
And very calm was her reply,

As if her heart had banished fear
''Lean, love, thy head upon my breast,''

And as she helped lum, added-''here,
So shalt thou better breathe and rest."

''Ah me, thus pamn,'tis getting dark,
I see no more,---can this be death?

What means this, gods7Savutr, mark,
My hands wax cold, and falls my breath.''

"It may be but a swoon." "Ah' no-
Arrows are percmng through my heart,

Farewell my love' for I must go,
This, thus 1s death.'' He gave one start
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And then lay qu1et on her lap,
Insensible to sight and sound,

Breathmg ms last . The branches flap
And fireflies ghmmer all around,

His head upon her breast, ms frame
Part on her lap, part on the ground,

Thus hes he. Hours pass Still the same,
The par look statues, magic-bound

(To be continued)

SURRENDER
OBSERVING waves crasmng agamst the shore,
I hear behmd their seemmg mirth,
The gentle voice of the Infimte
This 1s surrender,'' it smgs to me,
''In a heedless plunge, give all that you are ''
One finds the self renewed, rediscovered
Identified agam with the vastness of the sea

Total abandonment, holdmg nothmg back,
If we are to find ourselves as we truly are,
If we are to enter that boundless JOY,
Impenshable, we are of that sea
Infimte force that moves our bemg
But to know this we must leave our "little selves"
And find our Self, eternal and eternally

ToRU DUTT

STUART LANE



SRI AUROBINDO AND THE EARTH'S FUTURE
SOMETIMES a great wandermg Thought sees the yet unaccomplished ages, seizes the
force mn its eternal flow and precmp1tates on earth the powerful vs1on which 1s Ike a
power able to mater1alze that which 1t sees The world 1s a vus1on coming 1nto 1ts
truth. Its past and its present are perhaps not really the result of an obscure impulse
which goes back to the depths of time, of a slow accumulat10n of sediment<; which
little by little fashion us only to stifle and hem us m It 1s the powerful golden
attraction of the future which draws us m spite of ourselves, as the sun draws the
lotus from the mud, and drives us to a glory greater than any of our mud or our
efforts or our present tnumphs could have foreseen or created

Sr Aurobmndo 1s thus vs1on and thus power of prec1p1tatmng the future into the
present What he saw m an mstant the ages and mtllions of men will unw1ttmgly
accomplish They will unknowmgly set out mn quest of that new imperceptible quiver
which has penetrated the earth's atmosphere. From age to age great bemngs come
amongst us to hew a great opening of Truth 111 the sepulchre of the past And these
bemgs are, 111 truth, the great destroyers of the past. They come with the sword of
Knowledge and crumble our fragile empires.

This year, we are celebrating Sri Aurobmdo's Birth Centenary. He 1s known to
barely a handful of men and yet his name will resound when the great men of today
or yesterday are buned under thetr own debns Hts work 1s discussed by philoso
phers, praused by poets Hus soc1olog1cal vs1on and hus yoga are acclaimed. But Sri
Aurob1ndo 1s a lrvmng action, a Word made manfest whch 1s even now being
realised And through the thousand c1rcumstai1ces which seem to rend the earth and
smash its structures we daily witness the first reflux of the force which he has set m
motion At the begmmng ot this century, when India was still struggling aga111st
Bntish donunation, Sn Aurobmdo declared: ''It 1s not a revolt against the British
Government... (which is needed), 1t 1s, m fact, a revolt against the whole universal
Nature.' '1

For the problem 1s fundamental It 1s not a question of bringmg a new philo
sophy to the world nor of so-called illuminations. It 1s not a question of rendenng the
Pnson of our lives more habitable, nor of endowmg man with ever more fantastic
powers. Armed with his microscopes and telescopes the human gnome remams none
the less a gnome, wretched and powerless. We send rockets to the moon but we know
nothing of our own hearts 'It Is a quest1on,'' says Sn Aurobmndo, ''of creating a new
physical nature whtch 1s to be the habitation of the Supramental bemg 111 a new
evolution.' '2 For, mdeed, he says, ''the imperfection of Man 1s not the last word of
Nature, but his perfectton too is not the last peak of the Spmt."3 Beyond mental man,
which 1s what we are, there opens the poss1b1lity of the emergence of another being
who will be the spearhead of evolution as man was once the spearhead of evolution

The Talk was broadcast by All India Radio m February 1972 to mark the begmnmng of Sr Aurobmndo's Birth
Centenary Year
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among the great apes. 'If,'' says Sri Aurobmdo, "the arumal is a livmg laboratory m
which Nature has, it is said, worked out man, man himself may well be a thinking and
lrvmng laboratory mn whom and wth whose conscous co-operaton she wills to work
out the superman, the god."4 Sri Aurobindo has come to tell us how to create th1s
other being, this supramental bemg, and not only to tell us but actually to create this
other bemg. He has come to open the path of the future to hasten upon earth the
rhythm of evolution, the new vibration which will replace the mental vibration-as a
thought came one day and disturbed the slow routine of the beasts-and which will
give us the power to shatter the walls of our human prison.

Indeed the pnson is already crumblmg. "Toe end of a stage of evolution,"
announced Sn Aurobindo, '1s usually marked by a powerful recrudescence of all that
has to go out of the evolution ''5 Everywhere about us we see this paroxysmal
exploding of all the old forms· our frontiers, our churches, our laws. Our morals
crumble on all sides Tuey do not crumble because we are bad, immoral, melig1ous,
nor because we are not sufficiently rat10nal, scientific, human, but precisely because
we have come to the end of being human! to the end of the old mechamsm-because
we are in a state of transition towards something else It 1s not a moral cr1s1s that the
world 1s gomg through, it 1s an ''evolutionary cris1s''. We are not moving towards a
better world, nor, for that matter, towards a worse one We are right m the midst of
mutating mto a radically different world, as different as the world of man was
different from the ape-world of the Tertiary Age. We are entermg a new era, a
supramental quinquennium We leave our countries, become itinerants. We go in
quest of drugs, m quest of adventure. We go on strike here, enact reforms there, start
revolutions and counter-revolutions. But this 1s only an appearance; in fact this is not
at all what we are domg. We are unwittingly in quest of the new being. We are in the
midst of human revolution

And Sri Aurobindo gives us the key. It may be that the mearung of our own
revolution escapes us because we seek to prolong that which 1s already mn existence,
to refine 1t, 1mprove 1t, sublimate 1t. But the ape, in the midst of hs revolution which
produced man, may have made the same mistake and perhaps sought to become
merely a super-ape, a better climber of trees, a better hunter, a better runner, in short
an ape with greater agility and mncreased capacity for malice With Nietzsche we also
wanted a ''superman'' who was nothmg more than a colossalisation of man. The
spiritually minded want a super-saint more nchly endowed with virtue and wisdom.
But we want nothing of human virtue and wisdom' Even when earned to their
extremest heights these are no more than the old poverties gilded over, the obverse of
our tenacious misery. "Supermanhood," says Sn Aurobmdo, "1s not man climbed to
his own natural zenrth, not a supenor degree of human greatness, knowledge, power,
mtelligence, will, .. geruus, ... saintlmess, love, punty or perfection.'' It is something
else, another v1brat.J.on of bemg, another consciousness

But 1f thus new consciousness 1s not to be found on the peaks of the human,
where are we to find it? Perhaps, quite simply, it 1s to be found in that which we have
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most neglected smce we entered the mental cycle, it is to be found m the body. The
body is our base, our evolut10nary foundat10n, the old stock to which we must always
return, and which pamfully compels our attention by makmg us suffer, age and die
"In that imperfection," Sn Aurobmdo assures us, "is the urge towards a higher and
more many-sided perfection It contains the last fimte which yet yearns to the
Supreme Infinite. God is pent in the mire .but the very fact imposes a necessity to
break through that prison.' '7 The old Ill is still there never cured, the root has never
changed, the dark matrix of our musery is hardly different now from what it was m
the time of Lemuria. It is this physical substance which must be changed, trans
formed, otherwise 1t will pull down, one after another, all the human and superhuman
artifices which we try to impose on it. This body, this physical cellular substance
shuts in 'almighty powers'',° a dumb consciousness wh1ch harbours all the lights and
all the infinitudes just as well as all the mental and spmtual immensities. For, m truth,
all is Divine and unless the Lord of all the umverse resides in a smgle httle cell he
resides nowhere It is this ongmal, dark cellular pnson which we must shatter, and as
long as we have not shattered 1t, we wll continue to turn m vamn in our golden circles
or our lfon circles ofour mental prison "These laws ofNature," says Sn Aurobmdo,
''that you call absolute...merely mean an equilibnum established by Nature it is
merely a groove in which Nature is accustomed to work in order to produce certam
results. But, if you change the consc10usness, then the groove also is bound to
change ''9

This is the new adventure to which Sn Aurobmdo calls us, an adventure mto
man's unknown. Whether we like it or not the whole earth is passmg into a new
groove, but why shouldn't we like it? Why shouldn't we collaborate m this great,
unprecedented adventure? Why shouldn't we collaborate m our own evolution mstead
of repeating the same old story a thousand times, instead of chasing hallucinatory
heavens which will never quench our thirst or otherworldly paradises which leave the
earth to rot along with our bodies? ''Why should lfe have begun at all 1f 1t 1s only to
be climbed out of?" exclaims the Mother, She who continues Sri Aurobindo's work.
What is the use of havmg struggled so much, suffered so much, of havmg created
something which, mn 1ts outer appearance at least 1s so tragic, so dramatic, 1f 1t 1s only
to learn how to climb out of it-it would have been better if it had not been started at
all .. Evolution is not a tortuous path which brmgs us back, somewhat battered, to the
starting-point. "It exists," says the Mother, 'qurte on the contrary, in order to teach
the whole of creation the joy ofbemg, the beauty ofbemg, the grandeur of bemg, the
majesty of a sublime life and the perpetual development, perpetually progressrve, of
this joy, this beauty, this grandeur. Then everything has a meanmg "10

This body, this obscure beast of burden which we mhabit, 1s the expenmental
field of Sri Aurobundo's Yoga, which 1s a Yoga of the whole earth One can readily
understand that 1f a smngle being amidst our mull1ons of sufferings manages to
negotiate the evolutionary leap, the mutation of the next age, the face ofthe earth will
be radically changed. Then all the so-called powers with which we glonfy ourselves
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today will seem childish games before the radiance of thts all-mtghty spmt mcarnated
m the body Sn Aurobmdo tells us that 1t 1s poss1ble, not only that 1t 1s possible but
that 1t will be done It ts bemg done now and all depends not so much perhaps on a
sublime effort ot humanity to transcend 1ts l1mutations-for 1t means still usmng our
own human strength to free ourselves from human strength-as on a call, a consc10us
cry of the earth to thus new bemg which the earth already cames within itself All 1s
there, already w1thtn our hearts, the supreme Source which 1s the supreme Power, but
we must call 1t mto our concrete forest We must understand the meanmg of man, the
meanmg of ourselves The multu-vo1ced cry of the earth, of its nullions of men who
cannot bear the human condition any longer, who no longer accept theIr pr1son, must
create a crack through which will surge m the new vibration. Then all the apparently
meluctable laws which close us mto our hereditary and scientific groove will crumble
before the Joy of the "sun-eyed children" 11 "Expect nothing of death,'' says the
Mother, ''hfe 1s your salvation. It 1s m hfe that we must transform ourselves It 1s on
earth that we progress It 1s on earth that we can accomphsh It 1s m the body that the
Victory 1s won.'? And Sn Aurobmndo says:

Nor let worldly prudence whisper too closely mn thy ear, for 1t 1s the hour of the
unexpected "?

December 9, 1971

(Translated from the French by Maggi L1dch1)
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OVERMAN-THE TRANSITIONAL BEING BETWEEN
MAN AND SUPERMAN

(Continuedfrom the issue of October 2001)

The Ship from the Supramental World

THE Mother knew from expenence that the supramental world already existed, that it
was there, ''a world that wants to Incarnate in the world''i, waiting to dock with the
world we are livmg m. Sn Aurobmdo has often explamed that w1thm the Supermind
itself there exist uncountable layers or worlds, hierarchically, each more concrete than
our gross matenal world and each with its own splendid beings-the ''bnlhances' '-
all greater than the gods We may suppose that the supramental world ready to
contact the material one was the nearest and therefore the lowest m that hierarchy, but
supramental it was nonetheless The problem therefore now cons1sted mn the connec
t1on of that supramental world to the matenal world, for the kmd and density of both
substances are so different.1 To put 1t metaphorically the one 1s sun-stuff, the other
1s mud. (This will become a continuous concern for the Mother's body m the commg
years: the dosmg of the transformmg power, 1n order to prevent her material body
from disintegrating.)

The Mother knew perfectly well what the supramental world was hke, she had
been there often and, as we will see, she even had a permanent presence or emanation
there (as m any other world) On 5 February 1958, she ottered a s1m1le to help the
children understand how the D1vme works out his marufestatton withm the eternal
plemtude of the Reahty "All is absolutely determmed, for all ts from all eternity, and
yet the path traversed [by the Consc10usness] has a freedom and unpredictab1hty that
is also absolute.'' The movement of the Consc10usness within itself she called · 'the
great Journey'' Thus 1s how there can ex1st smmultaneously worlds that have no
apparent relationship with each other, but that nevertheless coexist and are discovered
gradually, which every time gives the 1mpress10n of a new creation

"Seemg thmgs m this way, one can understand that simultaneously with this
phys1cal world as we know 1t, with all 1ts Imperfections, all 1ts limrtatons, all 1ts
ignorance, there are one or several other worlds which exist 111 thelf own reg10ns, and
are of such a different nature from ours here that to us they are practically non
existent, for we have no contact with them But when the eternal great Journey moves
from one world to another, by the very fact of this movement of the eternal Con
sc1ouSness the link will necessarly be created, and the two worlds will gradually
enter mto contact with each other

'Truly, thus 1s what 1s actually happening now, and we can say wIth certitude
that the supramental world already exists, but that the time has come for 1t to become
the goal of the Journey of the supreme Consciousness, that little by little a conscious
link will be formed between our world and that new one, and that they will have a
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new relation as a result of thus new turn of the journey '' And the Mother added
''11us explanation is as good as any other, and it 1s perhaps easier to understand for
people who are not metaphysicrnns. As for me, I like 1t'no

When she said thts, she had Just had a ffilghty expenence, on the 3rd of
February, on which these reflections were based She had had expenences by the
dozen, not to say by the thousands, for her whole hfe was one unmterrupted flow ot
experiences. However, from 1:lme to time an external or mternal occasion, m herself
or 1n 'the family of the asp1ration'' she was guiding, caused her to reveal something
to others. Compared to the whole of the expenences of Sn Aurobmdo and the
Mother's Yoga, we know just about nothingthe incredible literature they have left
us, the richest spmtual hterature m history, is but fragments of what they knew and
have gone through. These fragments, however, allow us hke adventurous Tom
Thumbs to retrace to a certam extent the path they have hewn mn "the vrgmn forest'',
and they contam the magic power, when assmulated, to trigger any expenence
needful for the personal progress on that path The expenence the Mother had on 3
February 1958 1s a revealing one

She starts by companng the world of the arumals with the one of the humans.
''Between the bemgs of the supramental world and the humans, almost the same
separation exists as between humans and animals.'' She had a long and thorough
experience w1th animals, espec1ally with cats. ""They do not understand, they do
not see us as we are and they suffer because of us We are a constant erugma to
them. Only a very tmny part of their consciousness has a link with us And rt 1s the
same thing for us when we try to look at the supramental world Only when the link
of consciousness 1s estabhshed shall we see it-and even then only the part of our
bemg which has undergone transformation m thts way will be able to see 1t as it
1s--0therwise the two worlds would remam apart hke the arumal and the human
worlds

''The expenence I had on the 3rd of February is proof of th1s. Before that I had
an mndrvidual subjective contact with the supramental world, whereas on the 3rd of
February I moved m it concretely, as concretely as I once used to walk m Paris, ma
world that exsts n tself, outside all subjectivity... Here 1s the experience as I dictated
1t 1mmed1ately afterwards."

The Mother read: "The supramental world exists permanently and I am there
permanently m a supramental body I had the proof of thus even today when my earth
consc10usness went there and remamed there consc10usly between two and three
o'clock m the afternoon Now I know that what 1s lackmg for the two worlds to urute
1n a constant and conscious relation 1s an intermediate zone between the phys1cal
world as it is and the supramental world as 1t is 11us zone remams to be bult, both m
the indrvidual consciousness and the objective world, and 1t 1s being bu1lt. When I
used to speak of the new world which is bcmg created, 1t was of thus intermediary
zone that I was speakmg. And similarly, when I am on thus s1de, that 1s, in the field of
the physical consciousness, and I see the supramental power, the supramental hght
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and substance constantly penetrating matter, 1t 1s the construction of tills zone which I
see and mn which I part1c1pate

"I was on a huge ship, which was a symbohc representation of the place where
the work 1s going on This ship, as large as a city, was fully organised, and 1t had
certamly already been funct.J.onmg for some time, for its orgamsation was complete. It
was the place where the people were tramed who are destined for the supramental
life. These people, or at least part of the1r bemg, had already undergone a supramental
transformation, for the ship itself and everything on board was neither matenal,
subtle-physical, vital or mental: [everything consisted of] a supramental substance.
This substance was of the most matenal supramental, the supramental substance
nearest to the physical world, the first to man1fest The l1ght was a mixture of gold
and red, forming a un1form substance of a luminous orange Everything was 1ke that.
The light was like that, the people were hke that-everything had that colour,
although mn various shades, which made 1t possible to distinguish things from each
other. The general impression was of a world without shadows The atmosphere was
full of JOY, calm, order. Everything went on in an orderly way and m silence. And at
the same time one could see all the details of an education, of a training mn all fields,
through which the people on board were bemg prepared.

''This immense slup had just reached the shore of the supramental world113 and a
first group of people who were destined to become the future mnhabrtants of the
supramental world [on earth] were to go ashore... I was m charge of the whole
enterprise from the beginnmng and throughout the proceedmgs. I had prepared all the
groups myself. I stood on the ship at the head of the gangway, callmg the groups one
by one and sendmg them ashore..

"On the ship the nature of the objects was not as we know 1t on earth. For
mstance, the clothes were not made of fabnc, and what looked like fabnc was not
manufactured: 1t formed part of the body, 1t was made of the same substance [as the
body] which took different forms It had a kmd of plasticity When a change had to
be made, 1t took place not by any artificial and external means but by an mner
movement, a movement of the consciousness, wluch gave that substance its shape and
appearance Life created 1ts own forms. There was one sngle substance mn every
thing; rt changed the quality of 1ts vibration according to need and usage''

Then the Mother describes herself as she was on that slup: ''My upper part,
particularly the head, was not much more than a silhouette of wluch the contents were
white with an orange fnnge. The further down towards the feet, the more the colour
looked hke that of the people on the ship, that 1s to say orange, the further upwards,
the more 1t was translucent and white, with less red The head was only a contour
with a brilliant sun in 1t. Rays of light radiated from 1t, wluch were actions of the will.

''As for the people I saw on board the ship, I recogrused them all. Some were
from here, from the Ashram, others were from elsewhere, but I know them too. I saw
everybody, but as I knew that I would not remember them all when coIDing back, I
decided not to mention any names...
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"When I came back I knew, simultaneously with the recollection of the exper1
ence, that the supramental world 1s permanent, that my presence there 1s permanent,
and that only a ffilssmg lmk was needed for enablmg the connectuon m the con
sc1ouness and mn the substance, and 1t 1s th1s lmk which 1s now bemng established .. ''

When the Mother had firushed readmg the report of her expenence, she com
mented upon 1t ''One thmg-and I want to tell you this-seems to me at the moment
to be the most essential d1tterence between our world and the supramental world (and
1t 1s only after having gone there consciously, with the consciousness that normally 1s
active here, that this d1fterence has become apparent to me m what one might call its
enorffilty). everything here, except what goes on within, very deep within, appeared to
me absolutely artufic1al. None of the values of the ordinary lfe, of the phys1cal l1fe,
are based on the truth . . Thus artuf1c1al1ty, thus msmncenty, thus complete lack of truth
became so shock111gly apparent to me that one wonders how, 111 so false a world, we
can make any vahd evaluations

"But 111stead of becommg despondent, morose, rebelhous, or dissatisfied, one
rather has the feel111g of what I was tell111g you at the end [of the text she read] of
somethmng so madly ndculous that for days I was seized wIth uncontrollable laughter
when I looked at things and at people-an uncontrollable laughter, totally mexph
cable except to myself, because of the ridiculousness ot the s1tuat1ons'' Those who
are turrung the Yoga ot Sn Aurob111do and the Mother 111to a rehg10n or a sect, 111
sp1te of their warnings, should keep thus mn mmnd

And the Mother firushed with the words ''When I mv1ted you on a Journey mto
the unknown, a Journey ot adventure, I did not know I was so close to the truth And I
can proffilse those who are ready to attempt the adventure that they will make very
Interesting discover1es'' 1us

With Lightning Speed

The last paragraph of the passage the Mother read trom The Life Divine, on 16 Apnl
1958, went as follows: "If, then, man 1s incapable of exceedmg mentahty, he must be
surpassed and Supermmnd and superman must mamfest and take the lead of the
creation But If his mmd IS capable of operung to what exceeds 1t, then there 1s no
reason why man himself should not arrrve at Supermmnd and supermanhood or at least
lend his mentahty, hfe and body to an evolution of that greater term of the Spmt
man1festung in Nature'' .16 The last sentence 1s one of the several pomters m The Life
Dyne to the possibility, 1f not the necessity, of an mntermed1ary being between the
human and the supramental species The Mother's comment 1s not only important, it
1s also a kmnd of summary of everything we have exammed up to here She IS
speak111g throughout of the overman.

"Anyway, we have now arnved at a certitude, smce there IS already a begmrung
of real1sat1on We have the proof that m certam cond1t10ns the ordmary state of
humaruty can be exceeded and a new state ot consc10usness worked out which
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enables at the very least a conscious relation between mental and supramental man
''It can be affirmed with certamty that there will be an mtermediate specimen

between the mental and the supramental bemng, a k.md of overman [surhomme] who
wll stull have the qualities and mn part the nature of man, which means that he will
stlll belong m his most external form to the human bemg [1.e. species] of arumal
or1gin, but that he will transform hus consciousness sufficiently to belong, m h1s
reahsation and activ1ty, to a new race, a race of overmen [surhommes] "7

"This spec1es may be considered a trans1tonal spec1es, for 1t 1s to be foreseen
that 1t will discover the means of producmg new bemgs without gomg through the old
anmmal method, and 1t 1s these bemgs-who will have a truly spurtual birth-who wll
constltute the elements of the new race, the supramental race So we could call
overmen [surhommes] those who, because of thelf ongm, still belong to the old
method ot generatlon but who, because of their accomplishment, are in conscious and
actrve contact with the new world of supramental real1sat1on.

"It seems-it 1s even certain-that the very substance that will constltute this
1ntermedate world, which 1s already bemg built, 1s ncher, more powerful, more
lummous, more durable, with certa111 new, subtler, more penetratmg quaht.Ies, and a
kmnd of mnate capacity of uruversahty. It 1s as 1f 1ts degree of subtlety and refinement
allowed the percepuon of v1bratlons 111 a much more extensrve, 1f not altogether total
way, and 1t abolishes the sensation of drvs1on one has with the old substance, the
ordmary mental substance." The Mother is here descnbmg the new, more refined
kmnd ot Matter necessary for the embodnnent of the new species.

In the commg years her descnptions of this new k.111d of Matter will become
more and more detailed, but as early as 111 New Experiences of the Body Conscious
ness (1954) she had wntten "In thus intensity the asp1ration grows formidable, and 111
answer to 1t Thy Presence becomes evident m the cells themselves, grvmng to the body
the appearance of a multicoloured kaleidoscope m which mnumerable lummous
particles 1n constant motion are sovereignly reorgarused by an mv1S1ble and all
powerful Hand."118 What 1s essential to the understandmg of the Mother's Yoga
durmg the rest of her hfe 1s that her body gradually became more uruversahsed as a
consequence of the transformation of its cells. Her (and Sn Aurobmndo's) mund and
vital had already been uruversalised, because supramentahsed, m the Twenties. The
problem of the transformation of the body consisted precisely m the fact that up to
now 1ts universal1sat1on had proved mmpossrble and, consequently, that its supramen
ta1sat1on or drvm1sat1on too was impossible, for there 1s no drvmnuty without unuver
salty. We have step by step gamed a notion of the fantastic-but on the surface
rather logical-transformation that was gomg on mn the Mother

The entreten continues: ''There 1s a subtlety of v1bratlon which renders global,
universal percept1on spontaneous and natural. The sense of drvrs1on, of separat1on,
varushes quite naturally and spontaneously with [the presence of] th1s substance And
this substance 1s at present almost uruversally spread out mn the atmosphere of the
earth
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"One may conclude from thus that the moment one body, of course formed
accord.mg to the old arumal method, 1s capable of lvmng thus consciousness naturally
and spontaneously, without any effort, without going out of Itself, 1t proves that 1t 1s
not an exceptional, uruque case, but that 1t simply 1s the forerunner of a realisation
which, even 1f 1t 1s not general, can at least be shared by a certain number of
individuals who, moreover, as soon as they share [that realisation], will lose the
feeling of bemg separate mdlv1duals and become a hvmg collectivity

''This new realisaton s proceedng with what one mght call lightning speed,
for if we consider time in the usual way, only two years have passed-a little more
than two years-from the moment the supramental substance penetrated mto the
earth-atmosphere [on 29 February 1956] till the moment that thus change in the
quality of the earth-atmosphere took place [m 1958] "»

(To be continued)

GEORGES VAN VREKHEM
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THE COMPOSITION OF SAVITRI
(Contnuedfrom the ssue of October 200I)

The Symbolism of Night in "The Symbol Dawn"

1

BETWEEN the mid-1930s and the mid-1940s, the depiction of Night at the begmnnmng of
Savitr grew from a few Imes to its present length and changed radically m its
significance It came to represent, mn symbolic but precise language, the res1stance Sn
Aurobindo was encountermg to the action of the spmtual Force in the material world
Specifically, he revised the passage to include explcrt or 1mpl1cit references to the
four "Matter Powers" he had noted in ms diary m 1927-four aspects of the lncon
scIent that underlie the rgdity, obscurity, 1nert1a and conservatism of Matter and the
physical mmd

The focus of the last few mstalments has been on a sentence 1n Book Three,
Canto Four, connected with entries m the Record of Yoga where these four res1sting
powers are ment.J.oned. Comparmg that sentence with the first page of the poem, one
finds several correspondences The most conspicuous of these are the image of Night
blocking the path and the use of the word ''somnambulist'' m similar contexts

At first glance, the operung passage does not seem to refer to the Dragon and
Sphinx which appear m the sentence 1n Book Three along with Night and the
''somnambulist Force''. However, a deeper study shows the presence of what the
Dragon and the Spmnx represented for Sn Aurobmdo the perpetuat.J.on of the law of
the lnconscient and an obscuration and fragmentat.J.on of knowledge that tum life mto
an msoluble nddle.

So interpreted, the opening of Savitri becomes a striking example of the con
crete, exact expenential nature of the poem even where 1t has an appearance of
abstruse myst.J.cal symbolism. From the pract.J.cal standpomt of sadhaks of the Integral
Yoga, this massive evocation of the darkness before dawn corresponds to the situation
Sn Aurobindo described in 1944, close to the ti.me when the begmrung of ms epic
reached its present form:

There 1s another cause of the general inability to change which at present afflicts
the sadhak. It 1s because the sadhana, as a general fact, has now and for a long
tame past come down to the Inconscent; the pressure, the call 1s to change in
that part of the nature wmch depends directly on the Inconsc1ent, the fixed
habits, the automat.J.c movements, the mecharucal repetlt.J.ons of the nature, the
rnvoluntary reactions to hfe, all that seems to belong to the fixed character of a
man

Here we have precisely the ''conservatism of the matenal negat.J.on'' discussed in the
857
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last mstalment m connectJ.on with the symbol of Night as used m the Record of Yoga
The power that sustams thlS conservatism 1s seen at work on the first page of Savtr.

Repeatmng for ever the unconsc10us act,
Prolongmg for ever the unseemg will .

Sn Aurobmdo's letter contmues, refernng to the pressure tor "change m that part of
the nature which depends directly on the Inconscrent''

This has to be done if there 1s to be any chance of a total spmtual change The
Force (generally and not mdlVldually) 1s workmg to make that possible, its
pressure 1s for that,-for, on the other levels, the change has already been made
possible (not, mmd you, assured to everybody) But to open the Inconscent to
hght 1s a herculean task, change on the other levels 1s much easier As yet this
work has only begun and 1t 1s not surpnsmg that there seems to be no change 111
things or people. It will come 1n tume, but not 111 a hurry 1

The ''total sp1ritual change'' envisaged here, whose condrtion 1s an opening ot the
Inconscrent to light, 1s evidently the fullness of 'the drvme Event'' mentioned mn the
second lme of Savitri It 1s noteworthy that the working of the Force towards this end
1s not mndivdual, but general and collectJ.ve. This accounts for the slowness of the
process, but ensures 1ts thoroughness and the decisiveness oft the eventual outcome
which can no more be prevented than the sun can be stopped from rsmng. The symbol
of the dawn 111 the final vers1on of the opemng of Savtr conveys powerfully th1s
1res1stble movement ot the coming o1 the drvmne lght and the passmg away of the
darkness of 1gnorance, mnert1a and falsehood

On 25 October 1936, Sn Aurobmndo sent Amal Karan the first sixteen lines of
Savtr as 1t then stood For a number of years the descnptJ.on of Night had stayed
strangely 1mmob1le, like the Night 1tself, while the dawn grew from splendour to
splendour. In a dozen manuscnpts after the operung hne reached its final form mn the
late 1920s, the first signs of dawn stll appeared after the snxth line, whch was.

The impassive skies were neutral, waste and stJ.11

During this long penod only a word or two m the t!fst six Imes was altered But the
vers10n Sn Aurobmdo copied out for Amal contamed a new le that ended with the
momentous express1on quoted above

Across the path ot the d1vme Event

The msertJ.on of this lme mtroduced a new element mto the openmg passage and soon
led to a senes of far-reaching changes Up to this pomt, the dawn had been a beautiful
but relatively uneventful efflorescence of spmtual hght Night foresaw her own end
Dawn arnved in a few Imes, encountenng no apparent resistance But the first words
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of the new lme link 1t to the portrayal of Night as an opposmg power in the passage
we have discussed:

Across hrs path s1ts the dim camp of Night.°

The difference between these two Imes which begm with almost the same words 1s
only that mn one case Nght s1ts across the path of the human ascent to the DIvine, 1n
the other she hes across the path of the drvmne descent mto the mortal' s world Her
obstructive role 1s the same m both places.

The facsimile in this issue shows the first effects of the msertion of the new line
What 1s reproduced 1s Amal Karan's typed faIr copy of the 1936 vers1on of the
operung, wluch he sent to Sn Aurobmdo m January 1937, Sn Aurobmdo revised 1t,
extensively in places, probably sometime durmg the same year. On recervmng the 25
page typescript of the first three sections (correspondmg to the present Book One), Sn
Aurobmdo immediately wrote to Amal

Very magruficent copy, but I have only had time to glance over 1t

The followmg year when he was rev1smng the fourth sect1on, ''The Ascent through the
Worlds'', Sn Aurobmdo apologised to Amal for his treatment of the typescript.

I have been kept too occupied with other things to make much headway with the
poem-except that I have spoiled your beautiful neat copy of the "Worlds"
under the oestrus of the restless urge for more and more perfection, but we are
here for World-improvement, so I hope that 1s excusable.3

Before Sn Aurobmndo ''spo1led'' the appearance of the typed copy of the
opening passage, the first seven Imes ran

It was the hour before the Gods awake
Across the path of the divine Event
The huge unslumbermg spint ofNight, alone
In the unlit temple of immensity,
Lay stretched 1mmob1le upon sllence' marge,
Mute wIth the unplumbed prev1s1on ofher change
The impassive skies were neutral, waste and still

The title of the first section of the poem was typed in the left margin as 'The Last
Dawn" The revis10n mcluded wnting a new section title, "The Symbol Dawn",
below "The Book ofBirth'' It 1s s1gnIf1cant that thus title, the present title of the first
canto, was mtroduced here For the symbohsm ofDawn depends on the symbol1sm of
Night for 1ts full mmport. It was whule rev1smng thus typescript that Sr Aurobmndo
began to bnng out the negation that Night represents, as well as the potential of
lummous transformation she conceals w1thin herself
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These two purposes of his rev1s10n can be seen m connection with the cancella
t1on of the sixth typed lmne'

Mute with the unplumbed prevision of her change.

All the mam words in this lme-"mute", "unplumbed", "prevision" and "change"
-were preserved m the revised passage or replaced by near eqmvalents (' 'fathom
less" for 'unplumbed'', ''foreboding'' and "prescience" for "prevision"), but they
were dispersed so that the lme seems to have disappeared altogether. The two
substitutes for ''prevus1on'', with opposite senses m thenr respectrve contexts, are of
particular interest For they suggest Sri Aurobindo's mtention of dep1ctmg two
contrary elements, not clearly distinguished until now, m the state of bemg sym
bol1sed by Night

Prevs1on 1s neutral 1t can be the foresight of either a desirable or an undesirable
event from the point of view of the one who foresees it. Thus the phrase ' 'unplumbed
prevision of her change'' does not tell us whether Night wanted to change or
not-"unplumbed" suggests that perhaps she herself did not know. There was a
similar ambiguity m "expectation of her change" This was found m more than two
dozen versions, before "expectation" was replaced by "unplumbed prev1S1on" m the
version where "Across the path '' was mserted But m spite of the amb1gmty, the
1mpress1on created m all these versions was that Night not only expected the change,
but was prepared to consent to her own metamorphosis

A mood of hushed expectancy had reigned m the openmg Imes ever smce Sn
Aurobmdo dropped the mention of the huge forest and its "phantom tribes" and
began under the headmg ''Book I Love''.

A starless hush prepared epiphany
Near was the hour of the transfigurmg gods
Night lost below m leaves, enshrined above
In her own mantle of 1mmens1ty
Wruting upon the marge of silence sat
Mute with the expectation of her change

The typed version seen mn the facsimile, before 1t was revised, shows that the vision
of Night m this passage had remamed sinular m its substance for nearly twenty years.
Only the recently mtroduced "Across the path ...'' suggests for the first time a res1s
tance to the expected change. Until Sn Aurobmdo deleted the last lme of the sen
tence, however, 1t is not certam that he mtended a reversal m Night's attitude.
Possibly he still meant that she was willing to undergo the change she foresaw, but
due to the darkness of her nature she stood m its way in spite of herself

In a sense, 1t 1s some such self-contradiction m the nature of Night that Sr
Aurobindo now began to develop mto a stark dichotomy between two aspects of her
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bemng. 'Foreboding'', which he substituted for "unslumbenng" m the third !me of
the typescript, 1s related to 'prev1s1on'' mn the cancelled s1xth lmne, but has a distinctly
negatlve connotat10n ''Prescience'', on the other hand, m a line wntten 111 the left
margm further down on the page, 1s neutral mn 1tself, but acquires a positive sense by
bemg coupled with ''yearned''.

But a blank prescience yearned towards distant change

Thus 1s actually the line mn the revised vers1on that takes up the central 1dea ot the
cancelled hne,

Mute with the unplumbed prev1s1on of her change

But while the cancelled Imne referred directly to Night, the new Imne does not By 1ts
pos1ton it marks the begmrung of the movement trom Night to Dawn, rather than
belongmg to the portrait of Night herself It refers to something mn the heart of Nght
that 1s the very antithesis of her huge foreboding and forb1ddmng spur1t. Thus undent1
fied entity prevails m the end, not by its own strength, but by callmg m a third
element out of the silence upon whose ''marge'' Night lies This 1s the essence of
"The Symbol Dawn"

Once the suggestion of any w1lhngness to change was shifted after the lme about
"impassive skies", what precedes this became a picture of unreheved darkness that
would mcrease with time Two Imes which Sn Aurobmdo drafted m the nght margm,
then copied between the first two lines of the typescnpt, and fmally transposed with a
"(2)" so that they come after

Across the path ot the d1vme Event,

show unmistakably what Night came to represent m this passage These Imes,

Abysm ot the unbodied Infinite
Whose fathomless zero occupies the world,

mark at this tlme, m the late 1930s, perhaps an unprecedented level of profundity m
Sn Aurobmdo's poeuc unveilmg ot the mystery of what he called the Inconscrent

In the final text, these Imes are found with shght changes m the sentence after
the one mto which they were first mserted. That sentence reads

Almost one felt, opaque, impenetrable,
In the sombre symbol of her eyeless muse
The abysm of the unbodied Inf1111te,
A fathomless zero occupied the world
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Undoubtedly, it is mn thus form that the full mevitabihty of these Imes comes out But
the or1gmnal wordmng 1s of interest because of the present tense of "occupies" m th.ts
and several subsequent manuscripts

In its pnnted version, th.ts passage is often understood to symbolise the emer
gence of the world from the pnmal Inconscient There is no need to dispute th.ts
interpretation, whch 1s surely one level of the complex meamng ot th.ts symbol of
symbols But what a study ot the hlstory of the passage suggests is that Sn
Aurobmdo's Yogc experience was the mmmed1ate source of hus inspiration. If he
could speak authentically of the Inconscrent, 1t 1s because rt 1s there even now at the
back of all things and was a constant realty to rum

When he wrote that a ''fathomless zero occupies the world, Sri Aurobmdo
must have been expressing hus concrete sense, m those days when the sadhana had
'come down to the Inconsc1ent'', of the Negation whose gnp on mmd, hfe and
matter blocked the path of the drvmne manifestation he was workmng to bring about. It
should be noted that th.ts lme does not refer to a state of things when there was no
world but only a fathomless zero. It is a zero that occupies the world (or, m the final
version, "occupied'' at the time descnbed m the poem). This may be understood
almost m the sense of occupation by a foreign Power-the "dim camp of Night" of
our sentence in 'The VI1On and the Boon''

The first twelve Imes of the revised 1936-37 version, expanded from seven Imes
m the typescript and mcludmg four new lines depicting a shadow1ke and self-obl1
vous earth, may be transcribed as follows

It was the hour before the Gods awake
Across the path of the drvmne Event,
Abysm of the unbodied Infirute
Whose fathomless zero occupies the world,
The huge foreboding spmt of Night, alone
In the unht temple of Immensity,
Lay stretched immobile upon silence' marge
A shadow spmrung through a soulless Vast,
Earth wheeled abandoned in the hollow gulfs
Of a mute mconscient semblance ot the Unknown
Forgetful of her spmt and her fate
The Impassive skies were neutral, empty, stull.

(To be continued)
RICHARD HARTZ
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THE ASCENT OF SIGHT
IN SRI AUROBINDO'S SAVITRI

(Continuedfrom the issue of October 2001)

Part Two (contd)

11. Sight in the Circumconscient:

We have so far spoken about the Inconsc1ent and the Subconscuent reaches of
our bemg into which we may penetrate by a downward plunge of our consciousness
We have also referred to the subliminal Intraconscient which can be made accessible
by the deepening and inwardizaton of the consciousness Now we come to another
range, the C1rcumconscient or the environmental, which can be explored by the
progressive widening of the consciousness. It is mn thus now secret circumconscent
that are determmed our unseen connections with the world outside us Currents are
constantly pourmg upon us from the universal Mmd, uruversal Life, even the uni
versal subtle Matter-field through thus envelopmng circumconsc1ent consciousness. An
uninterrupted widerung of our consciousness may finally lead us to the acqu1s1t1on of
what is called 'cosffilc consciousness'. Here is a relevant passage from Sri
Aurobmndo' s The Life Divine.

'The subliminal has besides a format1on of consciousness which projects 1tself
beyond and forms a circumconscient, an envirorung part of itself, through which it
receives the contacts of the world and can become aware of them and deal with them
before they enter. The subliminal 1s able to widen 1definitely this cnrcumconscient
envelope and more and more enlarge its self-proJectlon mto the cosmic existence
around it. A pomt comes where 1t can break through the separation altogether, urute,
1dent1fy itself with cosmic bemng, feel Itself universal, one w1th all existence.''
(p. 541)

Now, as usual, we append below some illustrative verses from Sri Aurobmdo's
Savtr.

(1) "The conscious ends of bemg went rollmg back
The landmarks of the little person fell,
The island ego joined its continent '' (25)

(2) "As so he grew mto his larger self'' (26)
(3) ''In beings it knew what lurked to them unknown,

It seized the idea m mmd, the wish mn the heart,
It plucked out from grey folds of secrecy
The motives which from the1r own sight men hide

864
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He felt the beatmg hfe m other men
Invading hum with therr happiness and their gref;
Their love, their anger, their unspoken hopes
Entered mn currents or mn pouring waves
Into the immobile ocean of hus calm
He heard the 1nsp1red sound of hus own thoughts
Re-echoed in the vault of other mmnds,
The world's thought-streams travelled mto lus ken,
His mner self grew near to others' selves'' (26-27)

(4) ''The mind leaned out to meet the lucid.en worlds
And glowed and teemed with marvellous shapes and hues" (29)

(5) ''Ever hus consciousness and v1s1on grew;
They took an ampler sweep, a loftier fhght" (31)

(6) "A new world-knowledge broadened from within'' (44)
(7) ''He grew one with a covert uruverse

Forms he descned our mortal eyes see not.
Has w1de eyes boded vewless entities,
He saw the cosmic forces at their work
And felt the occult Impulse behmdman's wll'' (44)

(8) ' 'Through an mner seemg and sense a wakerung came.'' (404)
(9) ''All things the eye had caught mn coloured lines

Were seen anew
And mn the shape 1t sought to seize the soul" (404)

(10) "I ghmpsed the presence of the One mall" (405)

12. Sight in the Waking State:

865

We now come to the waking consciousness, the habitual consciousness of most
men, whuch the subhmmal and the subconsc1ent have thrown up on the surface, Just a
wave of their secret surge

The normal man's waking consciousness 1s a lumping surface consciousness shut
up mn the body's limitation and within the confines of the little but of personal mind.
One is ordmanly aware only of hus surface self and qmte ignorant of all that functions
behmd the veil "And yet what 1s on the surface, what we know or think we know of
ourselves and even believe that that 1s all we are, 1s only a small part of our bemg,"
and by far the immensely larger part lies hidden ''behind the frontal consciousness,
belund the veil, occult and known only by an occult knowledge" (Sri Aurobindo,
Letters on Yoga, p. 348)

While dwellmng mn thus normal waking consciousness, a man becomes extema
hsed and gazes outward and rarely 1f ever mward No true spmtual hfe or any higher
or deeper realisation becomes possible 1f one remams fettered to thls wakmg state

Now what 1s germane to our mam theme of discuss1on 1s the mnterestung fact that
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every mdiv1dual human bemg even m his ordmary waking existence is not composed
of one but of many strands ot consciousness and each of these strands has the
poss1bl1ty of having a character1strc s1ght of 1ts own. The intellect, the wll, the sense
mmd, the deslfe-selt, the heart, even the body-consciousness, all ''see'' 1n different
ways All these and other smmlar parts of the bemg are "hke fields into which torccs
from the same planes of consc10usness m the uruversal Nature are constantly entering
or passmg '' (Sn Aurobmdo, Letters on Yoga, p. 947) Our mmd and hfe and physical
consciousness wIth all their complex sub-levels can each m 1ts own way become
aware of all that 1s there or happerung m thelf correspondmg domains and transcnbe
thelf awareness m the form of suitable vis10ns. In the words of the Mother

''. there are many different planes m which you can see There 1s a mental
seemng, a vital seemg, and there are some visions that are seen m a plane very close to
the most material " (CWM, Vol 3, p 13)

However that may be, we now proceed to select some verses from Savitr
character1sing the s1ghts of different parts of the waking consciousness of the majonty
of men, startmg with his matenal body and culmmatlng 111 Reason, the highest
faculty, passing through the different rungs such as "little hfe", "greater llfe",
''heart'', "phys1cal mmnd'', "Hittle mmnd'', "greater mmd'', 'Intellect', "thought',
etc Here are a few verses 111 each case:

(a) Matter's Sight:

(1) 'Out of the mnconscent and subliminal
Ansen, we hve 111 m111d's uncerta111 hght
And strive to know and master a dub10us world
Whose purpose and mearung are hidden from our sight" (484)

(2) 'But th1s 1s only Matter's first self-vew'' (484)
(3) 'L1muted.. now by the dull body's sight' (372)
(4) "A lump of Matter, a house of closed sight" (488)
(5) ''And Matter hides the soul from its own sight'' (702)
(6) 'God wrapped his head from sight 111 Matter's cowl" (621)
(7) ' 'A mlfacle structure of the eternal Mage,

Matter its mystery hides from its own eyes'' (623)

(b) Sight in "Little Life":

(1) "Amving with heavy eyes that hardly see" (139)
(2) "An eyeless Power that sees no more its aim" (133)
(3) "The upward look was alen to her sight" (136)
(4) "Fixed not his 111ward eye upon himself' (143)
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(5) 'None thought to look beyond the hour's gams" (145)
(6) ''A half-awakened Nescrence struggled there

To know by sight and touch the outside of thmgs." (145)
(7) "He peered across its scanty frmge of sight" (151)
(8) ''Tune has he none to turn hls eyes withln

And look for hs lost self and hrs dead soul'' (165)
(9)' 1t tied the thought to v1s1ble things'' (148)

(c) Sight in "Greater Life":

(1) · 'There was an ardour mn the gaze of life
That saw heaven blue m the grey air of Night" (493)

(2) "Pale dreams grew real to the dreamer's eyes" (175)
(3) 'Tied to some 1mediate sight and wll' (188)
(4) ''The magnificent wrappmgs

That fold her desirable body out of sight' (189)
(5) ''Life's visage hides life's real self from sght'' (192)
(6) 'Her action 1mpr1sons its immortal gaze" (196)

(d) Sight in the Ordinary Heart.

(1) ''Our heart's sight 1s too blind and passionate'' (161)
(2) "The seeker's sight recedmg from his heart" (452)

(e) Imagination's Sight:

(1) "The dreammg deities look beyond the seen" (601)
(2) ''A joy of lght, a joy of sudden sight'' (38)

(f) Sight in the "Physical Mind":

(1) ''That strange observing Power 1posed 1ts sight
It forced on flux a lmmut and a shape,
It gave its stream a lower narrow bank'' (148)

(2) "It had no mward look, no upward gaze" (149)

(g) Sight in "Little Mind":

(1) ''All she conceives m hazardous Jets of sight'' (244)
(2) ''Absorbed and cabmed m external sight'' (245)
(3) ''External tact 1t figures as sole truth,

Wisdom identifies with the earthward look" (246)
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(4) "Error discouraged not its confident view" (248)
(5) ''Ungmded by reason or the seemg soul'' (248)
(6) ''The eye that looks at the dark half of truth'' (192)
(7) "None had the mner look which sees Truth's whole" (242)
(8) ''Displaced the spurt's finer vew of things' (242)
(9) "Its morning rays illume our twilight's eyes" (243)

(h) Sight in "Greater Mind":

(1) "A seekmg Mind replaced the seeing Soul" (223)
(2) "They erected absolute walls of thought and speech

And made a vacuum to hold the One.
In their sight they drove towards an empty peak'' (273)

(3) ''By an abstract punty of godless sight,
By a percept nude, mtolerant of forms,
They brought to Mmnd what Mmnd could never reach
And hoped to conquer Truth's supernal base." (272-273)

(4) ''They seized and held by thelf prec1S1an eye'' (266)

(i) Sight of Mental Reason:

Reason is the highest faculty avallable to normal man. But mn the matter of its
search and holdmg of the true truth of things, 1t suffers from many basic disabilities.

(@) It proceeds with labour from ignorance to truth
(i) It starts with appearances and never loses at least a partial dependence on

them It tries to show the truth m the hght of the appearances.
(1ii) Reason proceeds to a conclusion with the crutch of mferences· 1t can never

give us the direct vusion of the truth
(1v) The knowledge offered by the mtellect and reason is always a mere "acqu1

s1tion'' and hence there hangs around 1t even mn the best of circumstances a certam
shadow of doubt and uncertamty

(v) The mental reason cannot see the totality at all and hence does not know
fully any whole.

(v) The reason deals not wIth any thung mn 1tself, 1ts realty or 1ts essence but
only with its constituents, processes and properties

(vIi) Reason deals with the finite and 1s helpless before the mnfinite
All these and other related deficiencies render the s1ght of mental reason alto

gether falhble. Here are some Illustrative verses from Savtr emphasismng the penury
of reason's vis1on.

(1) " a pensive face and close peenng eyes" (249)
(2) '' a ngorous stare m her creative eyes'' (250)
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(3) 'She travels on the roads of emng sight" (252)
(4) '"Thus constant change spells progress to her eyes " (251)
(5) ''Its highest, widest seemg was a half-search'' (256)
(6) 'Reason cannot tear off that gllmmenng mask,

Her efforts only make 1t glummer more,
In packets she ties up the 1divisible'' (257)

(7) ' ' whose confident sight
A bounded prospect took for the far goal." (257)

(8) '' the great truths escape her narrow cast,
Guarded from vs1on by creation's depths'' (626)

Although man the mental bemg pndes himself on the possession of mmd, and
his "seemg thoughts" fill m "the blanks left by the seeking sense" (268), 1t remamns
a patent fact that mind, the intellect and the reason of man cannot grasp ''the naked
body of the Truth" (517) they are for ever "baffled by her endless garbs'· (517)
There 1s always a limit to the capacity of mind's vIs1on.

(j) Limit of Mind's Sight:

(1) "That which moves all is hidden from his gaze" (517)
(2) ''Hls ponng eyes miss the unseen behind'' (517)
(3) "Sight retiring behind the walls of thought" (457)

(To be contnued)

JUGAL KISHORE MUKHERJEE



SRI AUROBINDO
A GREATER consciousness surpassmg mmd,
A wider sight outreaching mortal ken
Appeared m the silent umverse of hs soul
A larger feelmg came, a higher tllght
The shirung wmgs ot glory broadened above;
Into the stlll bnght emptmess of his bemg
The Light poured down of the unreachable founts,
The Power that bears the burden of the world,
The Silence that thrlls with the eternal Word,
The Bemg immortal, the Bhss meffable
A flame of revelatlon filled his heart
Awakened from his mystenous timeless sleep
The soul's great seer peered out from his deep cave
On the trans1ent world's ambiguous muracle,
Embracing the universe wIth his single sight,
And met Infiruty' s gaze mn each firute frame
His soul soared up to uncharted contlnents,
The unknown domams of happmess and peace,
Aspmng to the nameless Goal of all
In the azure ocean of calm mfirute Mmd
The flame-eyed thought-birds swam lke dreaming stars
GI1stenmng with the w1de golden wings of prayer,
To the blessed viewless shores of the Unknown
Celestlal syllables swayed on his mortal hps;
Bndgmg the gulf twixt God-light and man's dusk,
The swift word-hghtrungs leaped trom the Truth-skies,
Like flammg eagles of the Ineffable,
The messengers from the htgh-peaked Beyond,
Brmgmg the deathless Wisdom on thetr wmgs
Beneath the mfirute flame-white heavens of Bhss
The golden phalanxes of the eternal Truth,
Innumerable rays of a smgle Sun,
Bore the Supreme's 1res1stable decree

DIMITRY MELGUNOV
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A TREASURY OF THOUGHTS
SECRETLY Nature seeks, hurts, tnes to ferret out the track on wluch God may be
found.

-Mester Eckhart

When our foundations are shakmg, we often turn to the Spmt for help, only to find
later that He Himself was shakmg them

-Anon

Never is he more active than when he does nothing, never is he less alone than when
he is by lumself.

-Cato

For who could live or breathe if there were not this Dehght m existence?
-Tattrya Upanishad

Is not everything Brahman, when the name and the form have been removed from it?
-The Vedanta

God is... even mn the depths of hell.
-Blake

Evil cannot ex1st but mn good,
Sheer evil 1s Impossible.

St Thomas Aquinas

The stam of sm is not sometlung positive, existent in the soul. It is hke a shadow
wluch is the privation of hght

-St Thomas Aqunas

If God exists, there is notlung absolutely evil.
-James Ward

The wise man...beholds all men as tlungs made for holy uses
-Tao Te Clung

(Presented by Fah Choks1)
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"REMEMBER WHY THOU CAM'ST"

Comments on a Passage from Savitri

(Contnuedfrom the issue of October 2001)

Now Sn Aurobindo came along and revolutiorused spmtual thmkmg by point.mg out
that this rejection of the world to find God within 1s not the only solution or the most
satisfymg solution to the problem of hfe, and that a third approach is possible The
sole purpose of thls creation whlch has been evolvmg over the last fifteen b1ll1on
years can't be Just to convmce us that this whole thlng has been a mistake and that we
must reject 1t and go back to our starting pomt, perhaps to start another cycle of th1s
stenle exercise. Granted that our suffering m this world 1s due to ignorance. But why
did God create ignorance and bury Himself in 1t? The old spiritualists keep saymg,
''God put on this ignorance for no purpose at all It was a mistake So as soon as we
realise that 1t was a m1stake, we must try to escape from this world of ignorance mto
the Kingdom of God wIthmn us ''

Sri Aurobmndo 1s not prepared to accept that God could have made a ffilstake m
embracmg ignorance There must be a purpose behlnd 1t Let's not go into the
metaphysical underpmrungs of the problem. The embrace of the ignorance, accordmg
to Sr Aurobmndo, 1s not a lmm1tat1on forced on God by some Power outs1de Hum It 1s
a hm1tation freely chosen by God so that He can have the great dehght, as the Veda
puts 1t, of the One becoffilng the Many, of multiplymng Hmmself mto countless mull1ons
of forms. Now these forms are made out of Matter, a substance which looks as
though it 1s exactly the opposite of Spmt Matter and Spmt are supposed to be
antagonistic to each other. Matter 1s believed to be the oppos1te of Spirit But 1t 1s not
so. Out of this substance, Matter, God has created mnumerable forms of Himself
Havmg done so, He is seekmg to marufest progressively m each of these forms HIs
fullness, Hus perfection, Hrs bliss, Hus 1mortality When that happens each of the
forms will marufest God's perfection m its own uruque way. That seems to be the
Divme's agenda If you look at the external world, you wlll notice that God, or a
Godlike consciousness, 1s man1festing in ths creation progressrvely Notice that a tree
1s more like God than a clod of mud, an an1mal 1s still more l1ke God than a tree, and
most like God 1s man with his mental consciousness, compared wth the rest of th1s
creation But man IS still far too Imperfect a bemg to be accepted as the fmal
manifestation of God m this matenal world There 1s 1n man scope for a great deal of
further growth Man's task on earth may Just be to co-operate with God m growmg
beyond the present lmm1ts of hs consciousness so that he becomes a perfect man1
festation of God on earth

Now how did God's putting on the cloak of ignorance help 111 this venture? This
ignorance has done wonderful things. Let me give an example The world 1s full of
millions and mull1ons of people each of them 1s a unique mndrv1dual, each has h1s own
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hkes and d1shkes, no two human bemgs are alike. How did thus come about? It came
about because of ignorance. The supreme mstrument of 1gnorance 1s the ego, which
makes each one of us thmnk, 'This world 1s drvded 1to two domams. one of them 1s
"I" and the other is everytlung else whuch 1s not "I" I am in opposition to the rest
of the whole world. I must grab my share of happmess before others mn thus world
take it. To do th1s, I must have more of thus and more of that I must be different from
all others. I must be fit to be able to survive mn thus world ''

In this effort at becoming fit, m tlus search for uruqueness, m this search for my
own httle world of happmess, I desired, I hated, I struggled, I tned to conquer All
this drama went on. Now thus drama became necessary because without it, when the
One became the Many, each of the Many would have been exactly identical, hke so
many cakes of soap as they come out of the factory - one piece mdlstingmshable
from another It 1s the ego which marks the stamp of uruqueness, of separate 1nd1
v1duahty on each of these Many. If nght from the begmrung, we had no ego to hide
from us thus awareness that we have all come from God, there would have been no
effort on our part to be different mdlv1duals What hides from us the knowledge of
our oneness, our uruty m God, 1s the ignorance.

So this ignorance has helped us. As Sn Aurobmdo has said. Ego was the helper,
ego is the bar, Ignorance was the helper, 1gnorance 1s the bar. But when our ind1v1
duahty 1s fully formed, this ignorance begms to bother us, we want to get nd of 1t
Now once you want to get rd of thus ignorance, 1t 1s an md1cat1on that you have
amved at the gate of the spmtual hfe The d1sc1plme you follow to get rd of
1gnorance 1s the same drscmplmne, at least mn part, as the discipline recommended by
the var10us yogic schools and spmtual leaders You have to conquer desire, you have
to develop detachment from the objects of desire that ensnare you, you have to be at
peace with yourself so that your mmd can become one-pomted. Go deep within
yourself, deep, deep, deep, 1n quest of that light, that flame, that spark of the D1vme
within you.

Now 1f you do that and succeed in 1t, you find union with the DIvIne mn your
soul But once thus goal is achieved, what do you do with the body, what do you do
wIth the mind, with the vital energy7 The traditional spur1tualty says, 'Don't bother
about them any more. They belong to the corrupt and imperfect external world and
are bound to remain as they are for ever ' Now Nature has mvested a tremendous
amount of energy and mngenutty mn building the mmd-hufe-body complex of the human
bemg over rmllions of years Can we simply throw 1t mto the wastepaper basket of
Nature? Or, just as the soul has 1ts perfection, 1s 1t possible that the body, lfe and
mind also have their perfection? Could it be that the aim of this creation 1s to bnng
forth a bemng who is a perfect soul wearing a perfect body, possessmg perfect vital
energies and having a perfect mind?

Sn Aurobmdo says that thus is precisely the aim of this creation. And so m the
name of spmtuahty, we must not sabotage this evolutionary attempt halfway If you
say, 'I want to have my Nirvana, I want to have my Moksha, my liberation, my
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bllss,'' well, you can have them, but 1f m the process you have abandoned the world,
you have done very httle for 1t. Of course, some of the people who became spmtual
lummanes have taken disciples and started organ1sat1ons where they have tned to
tram others to be like them. In this way they have saved a few people. Someone hke
Sn Ramaknshna Paramhansa has been able to save a large number ot people through
his example, mfluence and teachmg But when you take the whole of humamty mto
consideration, this way of savmg souls doesn't seem to be a very meanmgtul pro
pos1t1on. 1t doesn't go very tar The reason for thus 1s smmple How many Sr
Ramaknshnas and Ramana Maharshrs would we need before the whole ot human1ty
could be saved 111 that way? Many Unfortunately Sn Ramaknshnas and Ramana
Maharshus cannot be produced en masse They come only rarely.

What Sri Aurobmdo 1s saymg has much mn common with what all the world's
great spmtual lummanes have said. He agrees with them that first of all one must
seek unon with the DIvIne ConscIOuSness There are many different highways and
byways to this difficult goal But when thus 1s done, to remam there rapt mn the ecstasy
of thus unon would be an act of selfishness Buddha's mstmct was nght when he
decided not to take a plunge mto the beatitude of Nirvana as long as there are
countless mullions Immersed mn Ignorance and musery But what he dud for these
countless ffillhons was hffilted to what all the great spmtual luffilnanes have done.
they have tned to save as many people as possible through their personal example,
influence and teaching Sn Aurobmdo found a more effective way of helpmg these
countless mull1ons He discovered that the power one gets through uruon with the
Divine can be used to ascend to a new level of consciousness, the Supramental
Consciousness, the Supermund Thus 1s why 1t 1s saud that Sr Aurobmndo's yoga
begms where all other yogas end His yoga amms at manutestmg the D1vine's perfec
tion mall the parts of the bemg This new yoga will ultimately enable man to ascend
to a new level ot consciousness, the Supramental Consciousness, wh1ch 1s a further
step on the ladder ot the evolution o1 consciousness When thus happens 1t will be an
evolutionary breakthrough even more s1gruficant than the breakthrough that took
place when man evolved out of the ape

This highhghts another crucial difference between this yoga and other yogas Sn
Aurobmndo's yoga 1s not aimed at one man's hberation, one person's freedom, but at
the hberation and freedom of all mankind Smee the fulfilment of this aim wlll come
about through an evolutionary breakthrough, its result will not be confmned only to
one human bemg It may start with one, but gradually 1t will mclude more and more
people, and some day we will have here on earth a new species, a new race of what
Sn Aurobmdo called gnostic bemgs So thus 1s what Sn Aurobmdo's amm 1s, and this
1s the purpose for which life 1s grven to us-to manifest here on earth God's
perfection at all the levels of our existence

A sadhak of Sr Aurobindo's yoga 1s not engaged 111 an enterpnse whose rewards
are only pnvate and personal The aim of his yoga 1s to emancipate not Just himself
but the whole of mankind by makmg a perfect hfe possible here on earth 111 a physical
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body through the attamment of what he called the Supramental or Truth-Consc1ous
ness Thus may sound revolutionary but 1t 1s absolutely logical. In the evolutionary
history of this world, we have already seen that out of chaos creation has come, out of
Matter Lite has evolved, out of LIfe Mmnd has evolved, and each new level ot con
sc1ouness 1n th1s evolutionary ascension has brought changes not even dreamed ot at
the stage before it Why should we then not envisage the poss1b1lrty of a conscious
ness higher than Mmd evolvmg out ot M111d? Sn Aurob111do has pomted out that
before man's appearance on earth, evolut10n did not have any consc10us agent to
understand 1ts secret purpose and co-operate with 1t At last 111 man 1t has tound a
bemg who 1s able to co-operate wth 1t and accelerate the process of evolutuonary
change from Mmd to the Supermmd It the Supermmd or Supramental Consc10usness
comes, what wIll happen? Automatically we wll be mn possess1on of a greater power,
and this greater power will enable us to transform human nature, and brmg to the
human body, vital and mmd the perfection latent m them

It 1s not difficult to understand this once we recogruse what a tremendous power
a higher level of consciousness 1s Compare a chimpanzee and a human being A
human bemg has Just one higher level ot consc10usness than the chimpanzee-a tully
developed mental consciousness Now, wIth thus mental consciousness, what hu
maruty has done, the kmd of perfection humaruty has been able to ach1eve, 1s beyond
the wildest dreams ot a chimpanzee Man was able to achieve all this through Just one
higher level of consc10usness Let us take tor example the capacity to use language A
chimpanzee doesn't have a fully developed mental consciousness and therefore 1t
cannot learn a system of commurucation which has the structural complexity ot a
human language. But a human child automatlcally learns the language to wh1ch 1t 1s
exposed; you don't have to teach 1t to him; at the nght time, at the age of less than
two, a child automatically begins to learn the language to which 1t is exposed and by
about tour years ot age 1t has a language adequate tor 1ts purposes. Thus facility with
language 1s the function of a new level of consciousness. What I am trying to say 1s
that a new consciousness is a new power

Science and technology are gifts of our mental consciousness We have today
science and technology, and through them we are immensely powerful, yet men seem
to be unhappy everywhere. What 1s 1t that we need now to make our hves happy and
complete? More and more people have come to the conclusion that the Im1tat1ons on
human happiness are not pnmarlly external limitations any more-they are mner
ones. If a tanune comes today, its ravages can be averted to a large extent because
science and technology have eqmpped us to alleviate 1t There 1s plenty of food
elsewhere 111 the world, there 1s no dearth of transport fac1hties either, and yet even
today people die ot starvation m famme-affected areas because we do not have the
heart and the will to share with our unfortunate brothers what we have m plenty The
hmits of our happmess are essentially mner ones-our narrowness, selfishness, ego
That 1s the basis ot this tendency to exploit, to take advantage of people who are
weaker than us Whether you are a communist or a cap1talust, you can still be an
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exploiter, and h1story has many examples to bear tins out
And so, 1f a new consciousness comes, the consc10usness that Sn Aurobindo 1s

talkmg about-the Supramental Consc10usness-samthood or the capacity to love all
human bemgs will not have to be taught through a course Harmony and the con
sciousness of oneness with all are natural to thus new consciousness Chanting that we
are all brothers, holdmg prayer meetlngs to mculcate love for our fellowmen, preach
mg universal love, makmg rehgious exhortations, startlng moral rearmament move
ments, we have tned all these things to brmg about a change m human nature but not
with much success These are all exercises 1n g1vmg a spiritual orentatton to the
human mmd, these are all ways of trammg the mental man to be sp1ritual. But with
them we have not gone very far. Just as a human bemg does not need any special
coaching to learn his mother-tongue, s1m1larly -if you grow mto thJ.s Supramental
Consciousness, mtmtlon, love, brotherhood, the feelmg of oneness, all these qualt1es
will come naturally to you-as naturally as language comes to the human mmd now
Thus, the mastery over our mner nature, which we need so much even to benefit fully
from the power which science and technology have given us, will be automatically
ours. Strfe, drvis1on, hatred, explo1tat1on wll not afflict us and torment us any more
This will enable us to realise the age-old dream of all c1v1llsat1ons, to establish the
Kmgdom of God here on earth

(To be contnued)
MANGESH NADKARNI

ABOUT SAVITRI (Part Two)
Compiled by Huta

21 colour plates+ 45 pages, Rs 225 00, ISBN 81-7058-589-.9
Available at SABDA, Sri Aurobindo Ashram, Pondicherry - 605 002

In 1968 theMother commenced her work on ''Sav1tn'' with Huta TheMother read out
passages from ''Savitn'' and then after a deep contemplat10n gave her comments which
were tape-recorded and later transcribed by Huta TheMother named the work "About
SavItrr' In 1972 Huta offered to theMother copies of About Savtn, Part One" (now
out of pnnt), consistmg of Book One Canto One The Mother's message for the book
was: 'Savtr The supreme revelation of Sr Aurobmndo's v1s1on''

Now here 1s Part Two of ''About Savtr'' cons1stung of book One Canto Two, with the
Mother's explanat10ns on the passages, and mcludmg 21 pamtmgs by Huta mspired and
approved by the Mother



THE GREATEST CONQUEST

IT 1s an mescapable law of earthly existence that all creatures are subject to growth,
decay and death. From birth to death, 1t 1s just a one-way Journey and there is no way
of reversmg 1t No wonder why Time 1s considered to be the devourer of the world,
ktilo 1agadbhaksaka~ In fact Yama, the Lord of Death, is also called kalah

Is there anythmg that 1s an except.I.on to this law or that defies the ravages of
t.I.me and remams unaffected? RaJa Bhartnhan says there 1s indeed one, and that 1s
''des1re'' in the human heart, which not only does not attenuate with t.I.me, but
remams ever fresh, even when the agemg body 1s afflicted by mfirmitres In a verse m
Vairagyasatakam, Bhartnhar1 says:

aif@rfuar- afafga fr:1
5aRn fPrrua qsitat aura

Valbhrmukham@krantam paltenankatam srah
Gatrani Sithil@yante trshnaika tarunayate

The face 1s all wrmkled, grey hair covers the head, limbs have grown weak, but
deslfe alone grows ever younger

Indeed, desire springs eternally m the human breast Sadly, thus 1s mankind's
greatest musfortune, because as the sages have declared from very ancient t.I.mes,
desire 1s the root of all hfe' s problems and mISenes Deslfe 1s the first among the six
mtemal enell1les that man has to deal with and 1s the most formidable of them all. If
only one can conquer this enemy, l1fe 1s bound to be one of unbroken fehcity
''Overcome this difficult-to-conquer enemy of yours lurkmg m your heart mn the form
of desire." This was Sn Knshna's advice to ArJuna (The Gita, 3.43)

Deslfe, whether it be for wealth, satisfact.I.on of the senses, for name and fame, 1s
nothing but the expression of the ego Ellll1lnat.I.on of deslfe is possible only when the
ego 1s totally dissolved in one's true Self which 1s all-pervadmg and eternal. Once
that state of ident.I.ty with the eternal Self 1s reached, even the most desirable and
allunng of all things fails to hold any attract.I.on Acharya Shankara, m hus Upadesa
Sahasr says.

{rda ft a1 aatza a gI.I
au #la a4a~3a 42.a7zar5p I

isyaratvena km tasya brahmendratvena vi punah,
Trshna cet sarvataschnn@ sarvadanyodbhav@ 'subha.
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[For the knower of the Seit] of what use 1s Lordship of the world, Indrahood or
Brahmahood, 1f all inauspicious desIres, the cause of msery, are entirely up
rooted

Therefore subhmation of desires m one 1s the greatest of all conquests

B G PATTEGAR

LAUGHTER

THE JOY of hfe and the memment of love
I have known, enJoyed fully, but now
In the ffildst of the vast ocean of Becoffilng
A deeper sadness prevails
Unquenched by all the beauty or bhss world can give.
Like a wound made eternal by depth of seekmg
A search is on even when all's asleep.
Midst laughter and travail, and 1tensest actrv1ty,
Always this ceaseless dissatisfaction says,
"Not this, not this", and looks for an ever Unseen
Always opaque

Heavenless and pure, silence beckons
Beyond all knowmgs, all stnvmgs,
Goallessly absolute, Whole, immutable

There, there 1s no JOY, but punty self-contamed, ever immaculate
And a deeper sense of all this uruverse
Unburdens the mind of 1ts no1se, dissolves ag1tat1on,
Looks at body extraneously All matters not at all
But sheer self-silent existence and the begmrungs of a first unclouded sign.

ARVIND R HABBU



CAN THERE BE AN INDIAN SCIENCE?

(Continuedfrom the issue of October 2001)

Indian Celebrities Abroad

THE Success Of Ind1an professionals and artists mn foreign lands may not necessarly
reflect the Ind1an character, the Ind1an dharma mn secular actrvrtues. They have cer
tamnly acquired worldwide and perhaps desirable, 1f not deserving, recogntion. Plenty
of money also has flowed back mto the natJ.onal treasury. But that has brought mto
the system a good deal of falsificatJ.on of values too Now there is a fairly mfluentJ.al
segment of people whuch wants a small Amenca for themselves m India There have
to be m India tor them American auports, the Amencan bankmg system, Amencan
management, Amencan hospitals, hotels, clubs, recreation centres. The vast land of
rich and noble tradition has no relevance for them If there are societal or political or
cultural shortcommgs here they are not concerned about them, they do not have any
solutJ.on to offer to remove them

No wonder, the rrnsmatches cause mternal as well as external stresses There are
gams no doubt but there 1s no integration, no genuine harmonisation of what can
make society truly progressive. All that we can say about the success of the profes
s10nals is that, they have demonstrated our capacity to acqmre skills m advanced
areas and apply them to solve technical problems A certam degree of competence of
the Indian mmd gets acclaimed. But that is not enough We may apply the same consi
deration whlle assessmg the great contributuons of the celebrities from India Let us
bnefly look mto the works of Nobel wmners from the subcontment

Har Gobmd Khorana, the Nobel biochemist, had hus hgher educat1on 1n England
where he also got introduced to Western civihsatJ.on and culture He stayed m
Cambndge dunng 1950-52, a penod whlch proved of decisive value to hm Interest
mn both protems and nucleic acids took root at that tJ.me. Later 111 Vancouver he began
work m a group engaged m the field ot b10logically mterestJ.ng phosphate esters and
nucleic acids. In 1960 Khorana moved to the InstJ.tute for Enzyme Research at the
University of Wisconsmn. Soon he became a naturalsed citizen of the United States.
He cracked the genetic code and shared with Marshall Warren Nirenberg the Nobel
for Med1cine and Physiology 1n 1968. He was the first to synthesise olgonucleotides,
which have a w1de range of appl1cations m biotechnography

"Har Gobind Khorana was marred 1 1952 to Esther Elizabeth Sibler, who is of
Swiss ongm Esther brought a consistent sense of purpose mnto his lfe at a tmme when,
after six years' absence from the country of hus birth, Khorana felt out of place
everywhere and at home nowhere. They have three children. Julia Elizabeth (1953),
Emily Anne (1954), and Dave Roy (1958) "

From biotechnology let us move to astrophysics where the name of S. Chandra
sekhar shines 1ke a star mn the new honzon that has suddenly come mto our view He
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studied at Presidency College m Chennai and then at Tnnity College From 1933 to
1937 he worked at Cambndge and then jOmed the Uruversity of Chicago where he
remained for the rest of his hfe. In 1930 he showed that a star of a mass greater than
1 4 times that of the sun had to end its life by collapsmg mto an object of enormous
density, unhke any object known at that time. He was awarded the Nobel Pnze for
Physics m 1983

mn recognutuon of hus distinguished researches m mathematical physics, parti
cularly those related to the stabihty of convective motions m flmds with and
without magnetic fields.

"He has contributed significantly to many disparate branches of phys1cs, 1n
cludmg rotational figures of equlibrrum, stellar mtenors, black holes, radiative trans
fer, hydromagnetic stabihty, stellar dynamics, and many others. Chandrasekhar's
name 1s immortalised mn connection wIth the Chandrasekhar lumut, which 1s the largest
mass a white dwarf can attamn The theory underlying thus result was viciously
attacked by Eddmgton, who used nonsensical and contradictory arguments to try to
show it mvahd '' In fact this was a strong reason for rum to leave Cambndge and go
to the U.S

Accordmg to Nobel laureate Hans Bethe, ''Chandra was a first-rate astrophys1
cist and a beautiful and warm human bemg I am happy to have known hmm'

''Chandra probably thought longer and deeper about our universe than anyone
smce Emstem," said Maron Rees, Great Bntain's Astronomer Royal

The followmg is a bnef account from one of Chandrasekhar's students "My
association with Professor Chandrasekhar dates back to 1964 when I reached the
University of Chicago to do my Ph D. studies mn phys1cs. I saw an Ind1an looking
professor dressed m a black smt weanng a Cambndge Uruversity tie He was sitting
m the first row of a physics colloqumm and I could easily connect that the dis
tinguished person was Professor Chandrasekhar, whom everybody affectionately
called Chandra He appeared to me then both very reserved and unapproachable.
Professor Chandrasekhar spoke on General Theory of Relativity and its relevance to
Cosmology and Astrophysics I do not thunk I followed the lecture. He would
emphasise to me the Importance of diligence and observance of discipline mn daily
workmg habits. He emphasised that personal targets had to be continually advanced
further so that hfe may remain an unendmg challenge without ever getting the feehng
of arnved at. He once mentioned that m havmg decided to hve abroad he could only
hve the hfe of a scientist. From ms own expenence he pomted out that hvmg the hfe
of a scIent1st 1n a foreign country 1s extremely difficult and very rarely and very few
persons can hope to contribute to science at levels that brmg lasting recogmtion and
scientific Immortality '' (A N. Maheshwari)

With a certain degree of relevance we may also mclude here the name of the
theoretical physicist Abdus Salam. Abdus Salam, co-winner of the 1979 Nobel Pnze
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m Physics, was a professor at Impenal College mn London and also Director of the
International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Tneste, Italy, where over a penod of
more than thirty years, 60,000 scientists from 150 countnes have taken part m
activities. HIs convictions were typically Islamc and he firmly believed 1n hs
hentage. He considered that the umverse was "created by God with ideas of beauty
and symmetry and harmony, with regulanty and without chaos. The Koran places a
lot of emphasis on natural law Thus Islam plays a large role m my vew of science,
we are trying to discover what the Lord thought ''

Born in Jhang, Pakistan, in 1926, Salam was educated at PanJab University, St
John's College, Cambndge and Cavendish Laboratory. In 1952 he returned to Pak1s
tan where he served as professor at Government College, Lahore and PanJab Umver
s1ty. "There he suffered the isolation wruch scient:Ists expenence when they are not
supported by their home countries There was no tradit:Ion of domg any postgraduate
work, there were no journals; there was no poss1b11Ity of attendmg any conferences
He suffered the tragic d1lemma of having to make the choice between phys1cs and
Pakistan. So he returned to Cambndge.'' Abdus Salam 1s famous for the electroweak
theory which synthesised weak and electromagnetic mteract1onsthe latest stage
reached until now on the path towards the un1ficat1on of the known four fundamental
forces of nature

The Pakistam phys1c1st Pervez Hoodbhoy recollects about Abdus Salam as
follows "Strong, assertrve, enthus1astuc, vibrant, bluntly author1tar1an, and with a
mind sharp as a razor's edge, Abdus Salam was a most remarkable person Born ma
lower ffilddle-class faID1ly m a village near Jhang, he went to a perfectly ordmary
Urdu-medium school. One of his brothers, who now lives mn Islamabad, says that as a
boy Salam had never seen an electric hght until one day he was told about 1t by
somebody, at wruch pomt he was wonderstruck Subsequently, he was delighted to go
to Lahore and have the exqmsite pleasure of studymg under an electric hght An
unsophisticated home and environment notwithstanding, thus child prodigy mastered
rus studies and rapidly outpaced his teachers who recogmsed and respected the young
boy's talent, and bore hum no grudge.. How great a scientist was Salam? Thus 1s an
important question because in our country one has to chart a dehcate course between
the Scylla of adulation and hyperbole, and the Charybdis of stupidity and prejudice
An honest answer 1s made still more unlikely because there is no commumty of
scientists m Pakistan wruch can understand and sensibly evaluate hus work The truth
is that Abdus Salam was not Isaac Newton or Albert Emstem or Richard Feynman, he
never claimed otherwise and would have felt deeply uncomfortable 1f someone else
had clammed thus for rum. But his achievement of unifying two basic forces of nature
has had greater impact upon the development of physics, and 1s deeper and more
profound, than the works of most other Nobel Pnze wmners in this century '' (En
counters with Abdus Salam, Sangat, January 1997)

Moving away from science to economics we have the first-rate contrbution from
Amartya Sen "I was born," says Amartya Kumar Sen "in a Umvers1ty campus and
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seem to have hved all my lufe m one campus or another '' He studied 1n Rab1ndranath
Tagore's Santm1ketan where the emphas1s 1s on 1ostermng curtosty rather than com
petitive excellence The Bengal famme of 1943, 111 which between two and three
mll1on people had died, made a deep impress1on on young Amartya to look 1to
econoll1lc factors that govern a country '·Calcutta itself, despite its immensely nch
intellectual and cultural lfe, provided many constant remmders of the proxmmuty of
unbearable economic misery''

Kenneth Arrow's path-breaking 'mmposs1bl1ty theorem'' of soc1al cho1ce (Socal
Choce and Individual Values, published mn New York 1 1951) made a deep impact
on Amartya Sen Poverty, mequahty, unemployment, real national mcome, hvmg
standards were the important cons1deratons 1n making any worthwhile economIc
assessment.

"While these were mtensely practical matters," tells Amartya Sen, "I also got
more and more 111volved 111 trymg to understand the nature of md1vidual advantage 111
terms of the substantive freedoms that different persons respectively en.JOY, 111 the
form of the capability to achieve valuable things. My work m social choice theory
was 1n1tally motivated by a des1re to overcome Arrow's pessmmustuc picture by going
beyond his hmited mformational base '·

Dunng his Harvard years he was occupied with the 1mphcations of welfare
econoll1lcs and pohtical philosophy For his work that "encompassed welfare eco
nomics, econoll1lc mequahty and poverty, on the one hand, and the scope and
possibillty of rational tolerant and democratic social choice, on the other'' the Royal
Swedish Academy of Sciences made 1ts highest award to hmm

What about India? ''While I have worked abroad smce 1971,'' answers Amartya
cn, 'I have constantly retamed close connections with Indian uruvers1ties . For
vanous reasons-personal as well as academic-the peripatetic life seems to surt me,
mn th1s respect After my student days 1n Cambridge 1 1953-56, I guess I have never
been away from India tor more than six months at a time Thls-combmed with my
remaining exclusively an Ind1an cit1zen-gives me, I thunk, some entitlement to speak
on Indian pubhc affairs, and this remams a constant mvolvement When the Nobel
award came my way, 1t also gave me an opporturuty to do something immediate and
pracucal about my old obsessions, mcludmg llteracy, basic health care and gender
eqmty, rumed specifically at India and Bangladesh The Pratichi Trust, which I have
set up with the help of some of the pnze money, is, of course, a small effort
compared with the magrutude of these problems But 1t 1s nce to re-experience
something of the old excitement of runrung evening schools, more than fifty years
ago, mn villages near Santunuketan '' (The extracts are from Amartya Sen' s acceptance
speech for Le Pnx Nobel 1998 mn Econom1cs)

We may conclude this rapid celebration of Indians abroad with Amartya Sen' s
note on Rabmdranath Tagore, the first Indian Nobel wmner ''In contrast, m the rest
of the world, especially m Europe and America, the excitement that Tagore's wntings
created rn the early years of this century has largely varushed The enthusiasm with
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which his work was once greeted was qurte remarkable. Gitanyal, a selection of h1s
poetry for which he was awarded the Nobel Prze In literature 1n 1913, was published
in English translation mn London 1n March of that year and had been repnnted ten
times by November, when the award was announced. But he is not much read now m
the West, and already by 1937, Graham Greene was able to say· 'As for Rabmdranath
Tagore, I cannot believe that anyone but Mr Yeats can still take his poems very
senously.' Graham Greene had, in fact, gone on to explain that he associated Tagore
with what Chesterton calls the bright pebbly eyes of the Theosophists. Certamly, an
air of mysticism played some part m the 'selling' of Rabindranath Tagore to the West
by Yeats, Pound, and hs other early champ1ons Even Anna Akhmatova, one of
Tagore's few later admirers (who translated his poems into Russ1an 1n the mid
1960s), talks of 'that mighty flow of poetry which takes its strength from Hindmsm as
from the Ganges, and is called Rabmdranath Tagore.' "

It 1s Important to ponder why the early enthus1asm for Tagore vanished later and
that these days his poems are not taken ''very senously' '. We may have to again go
deeper into the spintual and cultural roots of the country to discover ourselves m the
present milieu, be that of poetry or mystic1sm or science.

In the over-all context we yet feel the Indian character m our activities and
occupations ffilssmg. We are sparrows flymg to yonder fields for gram We are
careerists waiting for Western recognition and adulation We are putting our every
talent and capability in the service of ahen masters. We have not discovered ourselves
yet. It is pertinent to recall here what Sn Aurobindo wrote more than four score years
ago. It seems that at a particular stage of growth and development there is a deSirable
necessity for imitating others who have made progress in a certain manner. When a
culture that "has fallen into a state of comparative mactivity, sleep, contraction..
finds thrown upon it novel and successful powers and functionmgs. it is impelled by
the very instinct of life to take over these 1deas and forms.. But 1f there 1s only a
mechanical imitation... it is swallowed up by the mvading leviathan . I do not
suppose that anyone seriously thinks of renouncing or exilmg these modem additions
to our life... But the question is what we do with them and whether we can bring them
to be mstruments. . of our own spirit.. .. What I mean... is that we... must go back to
whatever corresponds to it, illumines its sense, justifies its lughest purport m our own
spiritual concept1on of life and existence, and m that llght work out its extent, degree,
form, relation to other ideas, appl1caton. to lve m one's self, determining one's
self-expression from one's centre of bemg in accordance with one's own law of
being, swadharma, is the first necessity" (The Foundations of Indian Culture,
SABCL, Vol. 14, pp. 387-91)

This is the sole cntenon we have to apply to our celebrities-professionals and
Nobels-while evaluating the Ind1anness we are lookmg for m their mentorious
acluevements.

(To be contnued)
R. Y. DESHPANDE



SRI AUROBINDO-THE SOUL OF INDIA
(Continuedfrom the issue of October 2001)

SooN after the S1ddh1 day outwardly too there was a great change Sn Aurobindo
announced that he would go mto complete seclus10n to concentrate on his yoga
Henceforward the Mother would take the direct charge of the commumty of the
Sadhaks and thelf mner sadhana as well as of the outer organzat1on That 1s why 24
November 1926 is regarded as the day when the Sn Aurobmdo Ashram was founded.

The Mother's endeavour at that time was for a new creation, the creation here ot
a new mner world. She had brought down the higher forces, the godheads mto the
earth atmosphere, mto our mner being and consc10usness In one of her talks m later
years she sand 'Sr Aurobmndo had grven me charge of the outer work because he
wanted to withdraw mto concentration m order to hasten the mamfestation of the
supramental consc10usness and he had announced to the few people who were there
that he was entrusting to me the work of helpmg and guudmng them, that I would
remain in contact with him, naturally, and that through me he would do the work
Suddenly, immediately, things took a certam shape a very bnlllant creation was
worked out mn extraordinary detail, with marvellous experiences, contacts with drvmne
bemgs, and all kmds ofmamfestatlons which are considered ffilraculous. Expenences
followed one upon another, and, well,. man extremely mterestmg way

"One day, I went as usual to relate to Sn Aurobindo what had been happen
mg-we had come to something really very mteresting, and perhaps I showed a llttle
enthus1asm mn my account of what had taken place-then Sn Aurobmdo looked at
me . and said: 'Yes, this is an Overmmd creation It is very mnteresting, very well
done. You will perform miracles which will make you famous throughout the world,
you will be able to turn all events on earth topsy-turvy, mdeed.. .' and then he smuled
and said 'It will be a great success But 1t is an Overmmnd creation And 1t 1s not
success that we want, we want to establlsh the Superffilnd on earth One must know
how to renounce immediate success 1n order to create the new world, the supramental
world mn 1ts integral1ty.'

''With my inner consciousness I understood 1mmediately. a few hours later the
creation was gone .. and from that moment we started anew on other bases.'' 1

Sn Aurobmdo had retired from the physical atmosphere 111 order to brmg about
the descent ot what he called the Supermmnd 'By the Supermmnd 1s meant the full
Truth-Consciousness of the DIvmne Nature m which there can be no place for the
principle of divas1on and Ignorance, rt 1s always a full light and knowledge super1or to
all mental substance or mental movement Between the supermmd and the human
mind are a number of ranges, planes or layers of consc10usness-one can regard it 111
vanous ways-m which the element or substance of mmd and consequently its
movements also become more and more 1llummned and powerful and wide The
overmind is the highest of these ranges; It 1s full of lights and powers; but from the
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pomt of view of what is above it, it is the lme of the soul's turnmg away from the
complete and mdiv1S1ble knowledge and its descent towards the Ignorance For
although It draws from the Truth, It is here that begms the separation of aspects of the
Truth, the forces and the1r working out as 1f they were mdependent truths and th1s 1s a
process that ends, as one descends to ordmary Mmd, Life and Matter, m a complete
drvus1on, fragmentation, separation from the indivisible Truth above. There 1s no
longer the essential, total, perfectly harmonismg and unufymng knowledge, or rather
knowledge for ever harmomous because for ever one, whtch is the character of
supermmd "2

Though Sn Aurobmdo withdrew after the S1ddh1 day, it was not really a ''wIth
drawal'', nor was it a setback tor the Ashram As Barm wrote later m Khulnaban
''The yogc power of the Mother and Sn Aurobmndo opened w1de the doors of the
unostentatious Ashram, so long mn the gnp of want and difficulty, to the steady mflow
of sufficiency and prospenty Spontaneous offenngs came from disciples and ad
murers. The most ordmary men found m themselves an outflowenng of the poetic
power, a wonderful talent for pamntmng, a capacity for meditation, occult vs1on and
skilfulness of work Day by day the Pond1cherry Ashram grew into a Yog1c place of
pilgrimage for the entare world. An aspirant had a vus1on, the Mother and SI
Aurobindo were ms1de a golden tabernacle on the top of a lummous hill, and men
from different chmes from all directions thronged to the place m endless streams
Today hus vs1on has materal1zed. It has mdeed ''3

It 1s safe to assume that Sn Aurobindo would not have troubled himself to form
the Ashram as 1t entailed a tremendous labour He would have hardly found time to
attend to 1t as the Mother dud In one of his finest poems A God's Labour, wntten m
1935, Sn Aurobmdo has given us a ghmpse of the unprecedented tapasya he was
doing for mankmd Here are a few stanzas from the poem

He who would bnng the heavens here
Must descend himself mto clay

And the burden of earthly nature bear
And tread the dolorous way..

I have been digging deep and long
Mid a horror of filth and mure

A bed for the golden nver's song,
A home for the deathless fire ..

A voice cried, "Go where none have gone1

Dig deeper, deeper yet
Till thou reach the gnm toundat1011 stone

And knock at the keyless gate "
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I saw that a falsehood was planted deep
At the very root of thmgs

Where the grey Sphinx guards God's nddle sleep
On the Dragon's outspread wmgs

I have delved through the dumb Earth's dreadful heart
And heard her black mass' bell

I have seen the source whence her agorues part
And the inner reason of hell.

A httle more and the new hfe' s doors
Shall be carved m silver hght

With 1ts aureate roof and mosa1c floors
In a great world bare and bnght

I shall leave my dreams m thetr argent air,
For 1n a raiment of gold and blue

There shall move on the earth embodied and fair
The hvmg truth of you 4

The Mother made a sacrifice and undertook with whole-hearted devotron the
responsibility of the Ashram, neither flinching trom difficulty nor withdrawing from
dangers and disappointment,; that are mherently present in work of this kund, espe
cially in dealing with the unregenerate lower nature of the sadhaks.

It is written, "Mother was domg Yoga before she knew or met Sri Aurobmdo;
but thetr lines of Sadhana independently followed the same course When they met,
they helped each other m perfectrng the Sadhana What is known as Sri Aurobmdo's
Yoga is the JOmt creatron of Sn Aurobmdo and the Mother, they are now completely
identrfied-the Sadhana m the Ashram and all arrangement is done directly by the
Mother, Sri Aurobmdo supports her from behmd. All who come here for practusmng
Yoga have to surrender themselves to the Mother who helps them always and bmlds
up thetr sptritual hfe. "5

(To be continued)
NILIMA DAS
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KARMA: ELECTABLE, IMMUTABLE AND INEXORABLE
(Continuedfrom the ssue of October 2001)

The Pure Mind

THE question 1s. how to percerve the law and to make the right cho1ce? Man, by
defirut:Ion, 1s manav, a mental bemg The pnmacy of the mtellect and of mtelligence
is stressed m the account Vyasa provides to his pupils of how creat:Ion occurred 10

Havmg created Brahma, Narayana d1rected rum to create, but Brahma pleaded
that he lacked the necessary pra;na, wisdom Thereupon, Narayana thought ot
buddhi, intelligence, which appeared. Infusing her with yogi power, he com
manded her to enter Brahma, who was now able to create Subsequently, the
Vedas, which symbohze wisdom and knowledge, were spmted away by two
demons, Madhu created from tamasc 1gnorance and Kautava, born of pass1onate
ra;as. Brahma was now unable to create, bemg bereft of the Vedas. Narayana,
who retrieved the Vedas from the depths m his Hayagnva avatara and slew the
two demons, re-estabhshed the supremacy of Sattva essent:Ial for creation

But, 1f the mind's mirror 1s 1tselt overland with dust, how wIll 1t reflect the light
of pure intelligence, of unsullied discrmmmnat1on? Hence the need for w1pmng the
mmd's mirror clean through the practice of chutta shuddh, so that the choice made 1s
based upon percept:Ion that 1s not clouded by the passion of rajas and the ignorance of
tamas It 1s to such a mund that the law of karma makes sense as a beacon hght to
choose the nght path tor lokasamgraha, preservmg the peoples, which 1s the call of
dharma For, at the back of our mmds we need to hear, ever, the warnmg Knshna
vo1ced

Dharmo rakshat rakshtah, dharmo hant hatah

''Dharma, protected, protects Dharma, violated, destroys''

Determination and Free will

The whole pomt of comprehendmg this doctnne hes m perce1vmg that the much
vexed controversy over determmat10n and free will 1s resolved 1t seen 1 perspective
Let us, once agam, take recourse to a story to understand this complicated issue 11

Two fnends, Shyam and Yadu, hved ma village. Shyam was an amb11:Ious go
getter, and Yadu a happy-go-lucky ne'er do well Keen to know the future, they
approached a hermut who hved apart m the forest After much persuasion, he
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agreed to look mto the future and tell them the1r fates. After a year, he said,
Shyam would become a kmg, wlule Yadu would die Returnmg to the village,
the shocked Yadu turned to prayer and began leadmg an exemplary hfe. Shyam,
1mmed1ately on reaching the village, started throwing hus weight about, grabbing
whatever he fancied from others, threatenmg anyone who dared to protest,
vociferously announcmg that soon he would be the1r kmg.

A year passed by. Shyam sought out ms fnend and asked hum to help pick
the site for hus palace As they walked along the nver bank, Shyam stumbled
over sometlung and fell Pickmg mmself up, he found the mouth of a Jar
protruding trom the sand Digging 1t up, he found 1t full of golden co1ns
Hearmg ms shouts of celebration at fmdmg such treasure, a robber ran up and
tned to snatch the Jar. Yadu rushed to Shyam's help and clutched on desperately
to the robber's leg Unable to tackle the Jomt resistai1ce of both fnends, the
mfunated robber stabbed Yadu on hrs arm and ran off.

Days passed. Yadu did not die, Shyam found himself stll no king So they
went off to the forest and hunted out the hermit Confrontlng lum, they de
manded an explanatlon for the failure of ms prophecy The hermrt went mto
meditatlon and then explamed the conduct of each of them had altered what
was fated. Yadu's austenty and prayers had reduced the mortal blow mto a stab
mJury Shyam' s tyranrucal conduct had reduced the king's crown to a Jar of gold
corns.

Fate, therefore, 1s altered by the mdrvdual's choice of the path. Those that have
eyes can see, those that have ears can hear To develop thus mnturtrve sense one has to
dive deep, beyond the superficial sensory percept1on to the manas and cultivate hvmg
mn that peace wIthmn wh1ch 1s the treasure beyond compare

(To be concluded)

PADIP BHATTACHARYA
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EINSTEIN'S 'LOVE-HATE' LETTERS GO ON SALE
New York, Nov 22
FIRST he could not hve without her Then he could not hve with her and wanted a
divorce so badly that he even offered her ms Nobel Pnze money-should he get any

Call it Albert Emstem' s law of personal relativity, the full details of wmch go on
sale next week when Chnsue's New York auctions off ms 'love and hate' letters to
hus first wIfe, Mleva Mare, along wIth a scentufic manuscript on a development 1n
his General Theory of Relativity

With newspapers havmg a field day descnbmg the letters as showmg Emstein's
''dark side'' or at least a ''relatively unpleasant'' one, the auctioneers expect they
will sell for up to three milhon dollars m the Monday auction

They hope a smgle buyer will step forward, buy the whole lot and donate them
to a museum or a research centre where people can go and discover that one of the
world's great thunkers had the same sort of problems as ordmary mortals, provided
they can read Emstem's cramped German penmansmp But they are fully prepared to
sell each lot separately

Although some experts claim the letters shed--dare one say it-relatively little
hght on the unhappmess of Emstem's first marriage, the general public may be
surprised at the details or at the depth of ms old-fasmoned male chauvinism.

Einstemn met Marie when he was 17 and they were both at the Zunch Poly
techruc Institute m 1896 He fell m love with the Serbian woman four years older
than mmself and m ms first letters to her he calls her 'kitten' and declares, "without
the thought of you, I would no longer want to hve among th1s sorry herd of humans.''

By 1901, he and Marie had a daughter out of wedlock Her fate 1s not known but
it 1s believed that Mare gave her up for adopt1on and that Einstemn never saw her,
although in the 1930s he employed pnvate detectives 111 an effort to find her

The couple were marned in 1903 but by 1913 their uruon, wmch produced two
sons, was on the rocks, and E111stein wrote ms cousin, Elsa, who later became ms
second wife, that he treated Marie, ''like an employee who I cannot fire I have my
own bedroom and avoid being alone with her In thus form I can endure the 'hvmg
together' qmte well ''

By 1914, Einstein was setting down rules for Mare 1f she expected to stay with
hum

"A You will see to 1t (1) that my clothes and l111en are kept 111 order, (2) that I
am served three regular meals a day 111 my room, (3) that my bedroom and study are
always kept 111 good order and my desk is not touched by anyone other than me.''

'' B You will renounce all personal relations with me, except when they are
required to keep up social appearances. In particular you will not request (1) that I sit
w1th you at home, (2) that I go out with you or travel wIth you.''

'C You will promuse explicitly to observe the following pomnts in contact with
me (1) you will expect no affecuon from me and you will not reproach me for th1s,
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(2) you must answer at once when I speak to you, (3) you must leave my bedroom or
study at once without protestmg when I ask you to go'

'D You will promise not to denigrate me mn the eyes of the children, erther by
word or deed ''

Emstem's carefully thought-out rules of personal relationship worked as well as
the flat earth theory and soon he was pressmg for divorce, wondermg which would
take longer, the first world war or the courts He pron11sed Marie his Nobel Pnze
money-and gave it to her when he finally won the pnze m 1922, three years after
the drvorce

As the years passed, Emstem and Mane began to exchange fnendly and con
cerned letters, but after he fled to the US in 1933, dnven out of Europe by the Nazis,
he never saw her agam. Their first son, Eduard, suffered from mental illness and died
m an mst1tut10n. Their second son, Hans Albert, moved to the Uruted States and
became a professor of mecharucal engmeenng The letters are bemg sold at auction as
part of an agreement between warnng heirs to his estate -Reuter

(Courtesy The Hindu)

The Spiritual Significance of Flowers (ISBN 81-7058-609-7)
La Signification Spirituelle des Fleurs (ISBN 81-7058-610-0)
Die Spirituelle Bedeutung der Blumen (ISBN 81-7058-611-9)

This new set of two volumes on flowers 1s available m three ed1t10ns English, French and
German.

Pages: 462 Price: Rs. 2500.00 each
Available at: SABDA, Sri Aurobindo Ashram, Pondicherry - 605002

Each vanety of flower, accordmg to the Mother, has Its own special quality and meamng
Dunng her lifetime she gave names or s1gnuficances to 898 flowers In this book these flowers
with their significances, are arranged thematically m twelve chapters Bnef quotations from the
works of Sr Aurobmndo and the Mother accompany many s1gmficances as an aid to
understandmg them 630 colour photographs help to 1dentuty the flowers and reveal the1r beauty
A separately bound reference volume contamns mdexes, glossaries, descriptions of the flowers
and botanical 1format1on on them



BOOKS IN THE BALANCE
Christalis: A Saga of the Future by Georgette Coty, 2000 258 pages Pnce
Rs 200.

You need a rare strength of mmd to dream. The sort of strength that has been
achieved by sheer survival on this planet mn the twentieth century, a vicious centum
that has been brilhantly capsuled by Georgette Coty in the operung pages of Chnsta
ls

The onslaughts were without number, the results were largely the same The
flower of manhood went away, marched off m the yoke of wars Dnven on by a
hell-maclnne m motlon, never to return to their loved ones who awaited them mn
vamn, and lived out their lonely lrves without them. Some dud come back, but
they were not the same as when they had left Mammed mn body or mn sp1rt, tired
out, their hight of joy was dimmed

The little feel for life that man stull possessed was spent m worslnppmg techno
logy. God Machine took over m the gmse of a self-degradmg consumerism The veil
of fear closed upon human lives Certainly, this has been ''the hour before the gods
awake''. But then, th1s 1s also the time to dream. They say dreams that rise at thus pre
dawn hour do come true. A dream that leads us back to the glory and good of nature,
of wh1ch Wordsworth sang·

One impulse from the vernal wood
Can teach you more of man,

Of moral evil and moral good
Than all the sages can.

Coty gives such a dream and a purpose for us m Christalis ''There is a new hfe
ahead! New life everywhere!'.. The LIght saud so . It 1s the message of the Light''

The big questlon that confronts us as we look at the evolutlonary graph is, "after
Mmd, what?" Mmd has achieved wonders and also reprehensible follies We have to
go in for a consciousness that would shed the evl mn mental consciousness The
Supermmd, of course. But the Supermmd has mnumerable steps of ascens1on and the
very thought of ascens1on makes us afraid, hopeless. However, even he who aims to
reach the top of Everest, must begm with a first step placed outside hls door The
Mmd of Light can be reckoned as the first step m our adventure of consc10usness.
The MInd of Light does not snap its lmkage with the Beginnmgs, with Nature Chrs
tals evokes with astonishing accuracy an image of Mother Nature and her son
Christal1s. We have a dream-vsion parallel mn them for the narrator Lill1an and her
son Christopher

The message of thus vis1on comes 1n clear accents The sorrows of the past are
best forgotten We belong to the noons of the future' However, the manfestat1on of
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Chnstahs does not take away the need for responsibihty on the part of the human
being Each individual must make a personal effort to thrust aside the evils withm and
without (indicated by the gnarled anti-the-hght person) that lead one astray by a word
of flattery, or by a sense of pnde, a firm faith that makes one constantly conscious of
the Sav10ur Name will certainly keep one on the nght path The God-hght kept
flaming in us is the unfallmg weapon and shield to face the enemy That way one sees
God face to face, as Sn Aurobmndo mndrcated in his letter to Mnnahru Devi

Religion these days means repeating the name of God at any odd hour. praymg
mn public, showing oft how pious one 1s I want nothing of thus If God exists,
there must be some way to expenence His existence, to meet Him tace to face.
However arduous this path is, I have made up my mmd to follow it The Hmdu
religion declares that the way hes m one's own body, m one's own mmd. It has
laid down the rules for followmg the way, and I have begun to observe them
Within a month I have realized that what the Hindu relgron says 1s not false

Georgette has constructed an icon m this book which is more l1ke a prose-poem
Within it swirl motherly affect1on, a child's love, the smiling assurance of angel1c
creatures that are around us all the time Almost as if we were gazmg on the
celebrated pamntmngs of the Madonna and the Child surrounded by wmged angels
Often there is a welcome play on words remmdmg one ot Lewis Carroll Praymg
Mantis, Mantilla, Flower Hel1o. There are those memorable moments of drama when
all the children of the Centre mn the care of Lillian Orley bathe m the rains spreadmg
an electncal happmess around. The Aurobmdoruan philosophy comes across like the
mild rays of the mornmg sun peepmg mto a child's room through a silken curtam
Ecology too gamns by the book as when the Mants tells Lill1an that hus tribe has
dwindled alarmmgly. "Did I not know well enough that the poison m the air and the
so1l killed most of the msect world?''

Chnstalis rumself is born m the lotus, l1ke the first of the Tamil Alwars, Poyka1
whose devotional poesy gave nse to the Bhaktu Movement that transformed the
rehg10us and spmtual spaces of the subcontment. The Auropolis expenence is the
Mother's drvmne dream of Aurovlle and we conclude with Georgette's vus1on of the
Rasa dance suggested m Sn Aurobmndo's Ahana that would transform earthhfe mto
one of unparalleled Ananda by the Descent

With hands Jomed-a garland of souls dedicated to a htgh purpose, we stood
The force of grace m answer to our call came pounng down m waves, makmg
us a unut of its Will-these two of heaven-I, of earth

Georgette's Chrstals 1s one of the rare occurrences where the same book can be
handled by the child and the grown-up with equal fel1city. Lke LewIs Carroll's Alce
in Wonderland, I am sure, the volume WIii be read and re-read by generations of
children and adults for whom the dream, let us hope, would become a reality as well

PREMA NANDAKUMAR
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Nagin-bhai Tells Me by R Y. Deshpande. Publisher MIS Aurosoorya Pp. 82. Pnce
Rs 60.

This book is pnmanly the record of spiritual experiences of Nagin Doshi, a sadhak
and an Ashraffilte who passed away in May 1997. After the very mterestmg mtro
ductuon the book 1s drvuded into two parts. The first 53 pages give us the record
documented by R Y. Deshpande as narrated by Nagm from 1994 to 1997

The second part has six sections The first two are related to the Supramental
Manifestation and have two poems by Nagm preceded by an explanatory "Prelude"
This is followed by a reproduct10n of a pamtmg by P. K. ChatterJee depicting a
visionary experience. The next two sections tell us about Nagm the person and the
sadhak This consists of two recollections by fellow sadhaks who knew Nagm well,
Kailash and Esha, and an obituary by Amal KIran The last two sections have
excerpts from Nagmn's correspondence with Sn Aurobindo on Avatarhood and an
excerpt from his book Guidance from Sr Aurobndo about ''The Mother's Force and
1ts Acton''.

The introduction gives us the background. In 1994 Nagm told Deshpande that he
wished to ask him some questions and also, I quote, "confide m me somethmg very
important and consult me about certam things that were to some extent crucial to him
at that time '' First there were some questions about The Life Divine and this dialogue
gave Nagin mental support and clarified some of his experiences. Later Nagm started
telling Deshpande ''the important aspects of his sadhana as 1t was progressing 1n
those days'' These meetings continued regularly for the first three years or so and
later less often; the last meeting was in February 1997 I now reproduce the last
paragraph of the introduction fully as 1t well explamns the whole matter:

''I have put down mn the followmg his experiences as faithfully as I could I used
to make the records the same day and therefore they are generally true to what he had
told me. While I can say that these are mostly reproduced mn h1s own words, they had
to be redrafted at places for the sake of clanty of wntten express10n But I must also
adffilt that he had never seen these records However, I am pretty certam he must
have thought that I would be recording them in my notebooks Perhaps he wanted
these to be left behind although of 1t he never gave any hint to me '

It would have been interesting 1f R Y Deshpande had also explamed more
clearly as to why he is g1vmg us access to these records * I feel that they are
interesting particularly to spur1tual sadhaks of Sri Aurobindo's Yoga For an ordinary
reader these records, together with the complementary second part, mught give a

The answer 1s smmple The intention 1s essentially to brmg home the fact that the Mother and the Master
contmue to do their work mn us 1f only we are receptive to them, 1f we become wllmng Instruments m their hands
Nagmn-bhau's expenences described mn thus book are but one example, assuring us that they are actively present here to
help us m the sadhana It 1s thus aspect whuch 1s more pertinent to us than what 1s perhaps presented In the book. I
could have mentioned thus obvious fact m my introduction to the book to make 1t exphcat but left 1t unsaud for the
discerning reader -R Y D
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motlvatlon to start on a spmtual quest.
The reader may be also motivated to read Nagmn's correspondence with Sn

Aurobmdo especially after readmg on page 67 Amal Kuan saymg "Nagin's corres
pondence (with Sn Aurobmdo) has been pubhshed, and 1s of great importance, tor
certam aspects of the Integral Yoga are brought forward there more stnkingly than
anywhere else.''

The front cover has a lovely photograph of a smlmng Nagmn-bha1, which surely
wll attract many readers I enjoyed reading thus book.

DINKAR D PALANDE

Sri Aurobindo and World Literature by Gautam Ghosal Published by Sn Mira
Trust Pond1cherry Pp 138 Pnce. Rs 70

Dr Goutam Ghosal's latest book on Sn Aurobmndo 1s a pleasure to read for its
ongmahty of approach and ms1ghtful commentary on Sn Aurobmdo's hterature and
philosophy It 1s a responsible piece of criticism where two different styles of crt1
c1sm-the scholarly and the mntuitrveare fused together. As for the scholars the
book will appeal as a genuine prece of comparative critic1sm.

In the Introduction Ghosal offers us Sri Aurobmdo ma manner that will mterest
the scholar and the layman al1ke mn the philosophy and hterature of the great Indian
R1shl. By defining the meanmg of the word 'RIshr', Ghosal goes on clarifying the
global vs1on of Sri Aurobmdo and the synthetic approach of his philosophy which
are the bas1c reasons behind hus populanty mn the West and his acceptability among
scholars. In a lucid style the author explams why Sn Aurobindo's philosophy can be
effectively compared with those of the Western masters By quoting Sn Aurobindo's
famous diagnosis of D H Lawrence's cns1s, Ghosal bnngs mto focus the real
d1stmctlon of Sn Aurobmdo's philosophy which 1s not lnnited to the analysis of
metaphys1cal problems, but also 1s relevant mn giving invaluable ms1ght on mundane,
matenal things In a word, the Introduction satisfies the mtellectual cur10s1ty of the
modern readers who are mn search ot proper gmdance to the complex world of Sn
Aurobmdo's philosophy and hterature.

The second chapter entitled Indo-Angltan Poetry-Sn Aurobmdo and
Aurobndonans starts with the time-worn controversy regarding Sn Aurobindo's
usage of English and then shows how Sn Aurobmndo's 1diom harmoruses Indian
thought with the Enghsh language and has become a model worthy of emulation
among a galaxy of Indo-Anghan poets Ghosal has however admirably presented the
greatness of Sn Aurobindo's rhetoric, which 1s not merely an echo of the traditional
Englush but a combmnaton of both English and Sansknt and which is necessary for a
poet of Yoga to express hus vs1on otherwise inexpressible In the Introducton, the
author has remarked that Sn Aurobmdo nutially was a product of the West, that he
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read Indian literature only after havmg widely read Western hterature and philosophy
In this chapter Ghosal shows how through the poetry of a large number of Indo
Anghan poets Sn Aurobmdo's message reaches the Western readers The poetic
excerpts from Sethna, Deshpande, Nirodbaran and Harmdranath are representative of
their common allegrance and show how these poets, even bemng widely different mn
style and substance, carry to the Western readers Sn Aurobmdo's poetic theory and
the essentials of his practice Poetry of mantra or mcantation, of which Sn Aurobmdo
was the pioneer among Indians wnting m Enghsh, reaches the global readers through
the wntings of these poets. The admirers of Sn Aurobmdo will be dehghted to fmd
the exposure that the author makes of the malcous and mostly Irrelevant attacks on
Sn Aurobmndo's philosophy and poetry made by a handful of Indo-Anglan cr1t1cs

The author apphes the Aurobmdoruan techruque of consciousness approach m
dealing wth Dickens's magnum opus A Tale of Two Cues Fndmng In Dickens's
novel the obvious clues of a better human1ty, Ghosal proceeds to show how the hero
Sydney Carton becomes m the end a superman, a messenger of drvmne human1ty on
earth.

The appraisal shows the relevance of Sn Aurobmdo's philosophy even to the
analysis of well-known texts of English hterature The very next chapter supplements
and strengthens the author's argument mn the former Here Ghosal attempts a bnet
comparative study of Dickens's A Tale of Two Cities and Hemmgway's For whom
the Bell Tolls by usmg Sn Aurobindo's celebrated defirution of tragedy and epic as
his yardstick "Poets make much of death and external afflictions, but the only
tragedies are the soul's failures and the only epic man' s trumphant ascent towards
godhead'' Judged by thus, A Tale attains to the stature of an epic by virtue of Sidney
Carton's success mn becommng a superman, a delegate to eterruty through a gradual
evolution from the arumal man, whereas For Whom falls to become an epic and turns
out to be a tragedy because of Robert Jordan's failure to come to terms with his wife
Mara and hus rejection of home m favour of pol1tics and violence The entire study,
though bref, 1s full of brilliant critical insights

In the next chapter entitled Death and Honour in Antony and Cleopatra-An
Aurobindonan Approach the author applies once again the consciousness approach to
analyse how the motives of death and honour guide the protagorusts m the play In
the hght of Sn Aurobindo's aphonsm, "Evolution of speech leads to the evolution of
action,'' Ghosal analyses how the arumal man mn Antony gains a supenor status at the
end through supenor speech-acts which are followed by high action. Ghosal's crIt1
cism of Cleopatra's character that she has no muddle gear and that m her scheme of
things there is no place for morality, is both Aurobmdoruan and traditional Cntics
have time and agam pomted out the absence of moral plane mn Cleopatra's ideology of
love which 1s either sensual or sprrtual In a balanced piece of judgement the author
draws our attention to the bas1c motive behind Shakespeare's character1saton of h1s
protagorusts ''What he wishes to show is the growth of love mn the sensual man
Honour or love shapes itself m a uruque way mn the midst of filth and illlre ''
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In the next chapter Ghosal attempts a comparative analysis between Sn
Aurobmdo's poetic masterpiece Savitn and Shelley's Prometheus Unbound. He
quotes Sri Aurobindo's comment on Shelley's failure to develop rus spmtual ideas to
thelf full potential and shows how Shelley's Asia foreshadows Sn Aurobmdo's
conception of Savtr, both characters bemg the mcarnations of the Mother's forces
With acute insight Ghosal shows how Asia remams only a half developed herome,
whereas Savitn becomes a lrvmng realty embodymng the forces of the supramental

In hus analys1s of Hemmgway's epic novel The Old Man and the Sea, Ghosal 1s
quite ongmnal and combines hrs mntuutron with the tradrtronal scholarly approach
Takmg another clue from Sn Aurobindo and the Mother's prulosophy, that 1s the art
of retainmg lost youth, Ghosal shows how Hemmgway's hero Santiago becomes a
symbol of youth, a man who does not belong to the past dawns but to the noons ot
the future. In sprte of phys1cal deb1l1tat1on, Santago undergoes renewal of conscious
ness that gives hm perfection and the ability to survive The entire struggle of
Santiago is seen 1n thus hght which certainly opens for the readers a new avenue for
critics1ng thus immortal epic

In the chapter entrtled Whitman and Sri Aurobndo, Ghosal makes an appraisal
of Whitman's poetic technique m the light of Sn Aurobmndo's crtucism and shows
how Sn Aurobmdo succeeds 111 accomphsrung a perfect blending of substance and
rhythm whereas the former fails The author shows how Sn Aurobindo, wrule not
denying Wrutman rus glory, advances his poetic techruque to a supreme perfection
With equal balance Ghosal judges Baudelaire, highlighting hus success and failure
simultaneously from the perspective of both Aurobmdoruan and trad1tional cntrc1sm.
It 1s heartening to see that Ghosal shows how Baudelaire's "perverted 1magmation"
(Sn Aurobmdo's phraseology) gave rum an mklmg of the mysteries of the world

In the comparative study of Baji Prabhou and The Red Badge of Courage,
Ghosal shows the simulanty of theme and symbol between these two texts Although
it IS not certain whether Sn Aurobindo had actually read Crane's text, there 1s no
doubt that he was think111g 111 the same l111e as Crane and 111 fact made further
advancement on the theme of the American wnter

The chapter entrtled Blake and Sn Aurobndo 1s particularly fascmnatmng mn the
sense that Ghosal has here compared two of the greatest mystic poets and shown the
s1m1larty as well as the difference between their themes, styles and qualities of expe
rience Nolin1 Kanta Gupta's crt1c1sm on Blake, to wh1ch Ghosal refers, 1s a remark
able apprrusal of 'the greatest mystic poet of Europe' (Sr Aurobmndo's phraseology)
By mcorporating relevant passages of Sn Aurobmdo's cnt1c1sm on Blake, and also
quoting frequently from Sn Aurobmdo's poetry, Ghosal shows where and how the
former improves upon the latter and why they remain quahtatively two different types
as mystic poets

The chapter on Scholar draws parallels between Emerson and Sn Aurobmdo's
views on the subject and shows how they both 1deologically envisaged the same type
of scholar-silent, withdrawn, contemplatmg but not a bookworm type In the end of
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the chapter Ghosal claims that Sri Aurobmndo himself 1s the 'culmination of the
scholar image that Emerson had tried to sketch in The Ancient Scholar '' As a whole
Ghosal ass1m1lates and supports some of the bold and radical views of the two writers
on the image of the scholar. The chapter on Poe and Sn Aurobindo focuses on the
difference of views of these two wnters but also shows how at places Poe defines
poetry m terms s1m1lar to those used by Sn Aurobmdo. Poetry and truth do not
harmoruse m Poe's pnncrple whereas for Sri Aurobmdo beauty and truth are mnsepa
rable m great poetry But at places, especially where Poe refers to poetry as a kind of
struggle, he comes nearer to Sr Aurobmndo's suggestion that poetry l1ke yoga rs a
conscious art of self-finding

The chapter on Keats, hke the one on Blake, rs particularly reward.mg because
here Ghosal compares the two poets who had, though m varying degrees, thought
about the concept of spmtual evolution Keats, basically a poet of the senses, had
glimpsed the face of the Ideal Beauty only mn moments of heightened awareness. Sri
Aurobmdo, a spintual romantic, had an exact idea of the drvmne beauty and spmtual
evolutron Although Sn Aurobmdo lunted at Keats's failure as a spmtual poet, the
latter had at places (notably m Hyperion and Terror of Death) foreshadowed Sn
Aurobmdo's message In the followmg chapter entrtled Sn Aurobindo and English
Poetry, Ghosal explains and clarifies Sn Aurobindo's views on the Enghsh poets
from Chaucer down to Yeats of hrs own tame Sn Aurobmndo's view that poetry
wntten m the English language has undergone stages of evolution and that the poets
of the modern era like Whitman, Yeats, Carpenter and A E express the evolution of
the new spint and conscrousness that dawned with the Romantics has been endorsed
by Ghosal Like Sn Aurobindo, Ghosal also foresees the birth of mantrc poetry m
Enghsh m the future, the begmnmg of which has already been marked m the poetry
of K D Sethna, R Y. Deshpande, Damodar Reddy and Them1s

The chapter on Wilde 1s one of real excellence because here Ghosal detects
underlymg ethical pnnc1ples m Oscar Wilde's tales hke The Happy Prince, The
Nghtngale and the Rose and The Selfish Gant Ghosal observes that Sr
Aurobmndo's principle of motiveless and ego-free love constitutes the lertmot1f of
these tales mn whuch Wilde 1s certamnly thinking of love that ends mn self-grvmng and
self-annihilation The punty and authenticity of emotron embodied m these tales runs
parallel to Sn Aurobindo's concept of love m Savtr and other poems. The choice of
quotations from Wilde and Sri Aurobmndo showing their bas1c smm1lartty deserves to
be hughly praised

The next chapter rs devoted to the phllosophlcal aspect of Sn Aurobmdo' s
wntmg and the context of d1scuss10n rs Aldous Huxley's famous book The Perennal
Phlosophy Here Ghosal compares Huxley's book with the mayor works of Sr
Aurobmndo and shows the fundamental smm1lartues and differences in their thmnkmng.
Huxley, though aware of the perennial phlosophc stuft, did not have much knowl
edge of the evolutlonary character ot man and the art of transformmg the body
consciousness of whch Sr Aurobmdo knew The companson between Eliot and Sn
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Aurobindo as theor1sts of poetry demands greater cntical attent10n from the scholar
because Tradtion and Indvdual Talent and The Future Poetry were published
almost at the same time and mn themselves they proved qmte mfluential While calling
Ehot's excessive dependence on mtellect, memory and readmg a stumblmg block to
the creation of subhmest poetry, Ghosal adds that S11 Aurobmdo·s opposition to
precisely these quahties enabled him to wnte so fluently and with so much authent1
city about the highest kmd of expenences.

In the concludmg chapter of the book Ghosal compares Petrarch's love sonnet"
with those of Sn Aurobindo and shows how they are snrular m many respect" while
bemg different mn some. Petrarch's neo-Platorusm and h1s new attitude to women
were also the features of Sn Aurobmdo's love poetry But then the Inman poet had
shown greater suggestiveness than Petrarch mn hus early immature poetry.

What Ghosal's book has done so remarkably well is to highhght Sn Aurobmdo's
critical credo, observations and poetic practices m comparison with the great masters
of Europe and Amer1ca wh1ch tew had ventured to do 111 the past His book deserves a
special position among the wealth of cntical literature on Sn Aurobmdo produced
every year and should 1nut1ate fresh research on the subject The add1t1on of Sr
Aurobindo's comments on the major Romantic and Victor1an poets 1n the Appendrx 1s
a special feature The unrrustakable charm of Goutam Ghosal's prose is another
hallmark of this short book
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